I. Introduction
Lipid bilayers formed by a thin layer of amphipathic molecules that protect cellular contents from dilution prevent access of toxins and avert uncontrolled mixing of genetic material. The bilayer also provides protection from oxidation and maintains electrochemical gradients. Moreover, the separation provided by a bilayer allows signal transduction systems to greatly amplify an incoming stimulus. Membrane lipid components spontaneously arrange themselves, sequestering their hydrophobic tail regions within the bilayer core and exposing their hydrophilic head regions to the extracellular, cytosolic, and intracellular organelle spaces. Lipid bilayers together with membrane proteins form biological membranes essential for life. Indeed, it is hardly surprising that approximately one-third of all proteins encoded by eukaryotic genomes become part of these structures (Lodish, 2007; Alberts, 2008; Wilson and Hunt, 2008) .
Differences in membrane structure and particularly lipid composition will affect the structure and function of proteins embedded within or peripherally attached to membranes. But progress in understanding the structure of biological membranes and their protein components has been hampered by technical inadequacies of current methods developed primarily to characterize soluble proteins. Although notable advances have been made during the last decade with the invention of high-resolution imaging techniques and crystallography of membrane proteins (for current progress see (http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/Membrane_Proteins_ xtal.html or http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do), an understanding of native membrane structures still lags because of a paucity of suitable analytical/imaging methods to analyze them at high resolution in their native states. Determining membrane protein structures is key in understanding their molecular functions; however, how membrane proteins assemble in native membranes is still largely unknown. The protein assembly is clearly fluid and adapts to the functional state of the cell. Such assembly is achieved in part by changes in the functional state of plasma membrane proteins during residence in intracellular compartments. Most current drugs target integral membrane proteins, often of unknown structure (Dahl and Sylte, 2005) . The question is how do we address these complex architectural and trafficking issues and, ultimately, use the acquired knowledge to gain a pharmacological advantage? Evolving techniques and approaches support the hope that biological membranes will be amenable to molecular investigations that will foster rational drug design aimed at remediation of membrane protein malfunction in predisease and pathological states.
In this review we will not catalog published results on all aspects of membrane biology. To provide different examples of the interaction and relationship of membrane proteins to the membrane itself, we focus on the structures of six vertebrate membrane proteins: bovine rhodopsin, rat voltage-dependent K ϩ (K v 1.2K ϩ ) channel, bovine aquaporin 0, rabbit Ca 2ϩ -ATPase, human leukotriene C 4 synthase (LTC 4 S 1 ), and human 5-lipoxygenase-activating protein (FLAP) (Table 1; Fig. 1 ). More specifically and where appropriate we will emphasize new techniques and progress made in the understanding the molecular basis of rhodopsin action in retinal photoreceptor cells. By focusing on a limited number of proteins and especially on rhodopsin, which is one of the best studied membrane proteins, we hope to highlight progress in understanding of membrane protein structure and function in general. We will also emphasize the progress made on a technological front, in particular on atomic force microscopy, which has a potential to be a leading technique to study membrane proteins, and several applications of this method to study membrane proteins will be discussed in details.
II. Overview of Vertebrate Membranes
Biological membranes come in different flavors. Bacteria surround their cytoplasm with a capsule. In Gramnegative bacteria, this capsule is a relatively thin inner wall composed of peptidoglycan and teichoic acids covered on the external face with complex lipopolysaccharides, an intermembrane gelatinous periplasmic space and a plasma membrane composed of a typical phospholipid bilayer. Gram-positive bacteria possess a much thicker cell wall containing multiple layers of peptidoglycans and teichoic acids, again with a periplasm and typical phospholipid bilayer below the cell wall (Koch, 2003) . Unicellular yeasts are more complex, featuring a cell wall, periplasm, plasma membrane, invaginations, bud scars, a cytosol, nucleus, mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, secretory vesicles, vacuoles, and peroxisomes. The plasma membrane (5-7 nm thick) is composed primarily of phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine with low levels of phosphatidylinositol (PI), phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylglycerol in addition to sterols (ergosterol and zymosterol) (Arnold, 1981; Kurtzman and Fell, 2000) . The hallmark of eukaryotic cells is the presence of mitochondria, organelles originally derived from endosymbiotic Gramnegative bacteria. Mitochondria contain an outer membrane, intermembrane space, inner membrane, cristae space, and matrix essentially replicating the cell wall and membrane of a Gram-negative bacterium, albeit with a somewhat different outer membrane composition. The outer membrane has a protein/phospholipid ratio similar to that of the eukaryotic plasma membrane (ϳ1:1 by weight), whereas the inner membrane has a higher protein/phospholipid ratio (Ͼ3:1 by weight) and is rich in cardiolipin (McMillin and Dowhan, 2002; Henze and Martin, 2003; Alberts, 2008) .
Bacteria, protists, and multicellular eukaryotes differ significantly in composition and types of lipids that form the bilayer. Moreover, internal membranes within a eukaryotic cell differ from the plasma membrane in both lipid and protein compositions. Highly differentiated cells, especially neurons, often have specialized unique membrane structures. One example is a specialized part of the rod cell of the retina called the rod outer segment, containing proteins needed to convert and amplify light signals (Polans et al., 1996) . Vertebrate rod outer segments consist of pancake-like stacks of 1000 to 2000 distinct double-membrane disks enclosed by a plasma membrane (Nickell et al., 2007) . Rhodopsin is virtually unique in that it serves a vital function in visual transduction and accounts for ϳ90% of all internal disk membrane proteins and much smaller fraction in the plasma membranes (Palczewski, 2006) . Cryoelectron tomogra-FIG. 1. Ribbon representations of six mammalian membrane protein crystal structures (top view from extracellular side; each color represents one monomer). A, bovine rhodopsin (PDB code: 2I36). B, bovine aquaporin 0 (PDB code: 1YMG) with bound water molecules shown as yellow spheres. C, rat voltage-gated K v 1.2K ϩ channel (PDB code: 2A79) with bound K ϩ ion shown as a blue sphere. D, rabbit Ca 2ϩ -ATPase (PDB code: 1SU4) with two bound Ca 2ϩ ion shown as a green sphere. E, human LTC 4 S (PDB code: 2UUH) with bound GSH shown as a sphere. The orientation of LTC 4 S by Ago et al. (2007) is opposite to that reported by Martinez Molina et al. (2007) . We think that the second structure, shown here, is in a correct membrane orientation that places the C and N termini inside the lumen, because of a significant homology of LTC 4 S with FLAP that has this topology. F, human FLAP (PDB code: 2Q7R). Bovine rhodopsin forms a head-to-head dimer as shown in this crystal form (A). Aquaporin 0 and the K v 1.2K ϩ channel form tetramers in crystals and function as tetramers. The Ca 2ϩ -ATPase exists as monomer in most crystal forms. Both human LTC 4 S and FLAP exit as homotrimers. Palczewski et al. (2000) , rat K v 1.2K ϩ channel from Long et al. (2005a) , bovine aquaporin 0 from Harries et al. (2004) , rabbit Ca 2ϩ -ATPase from Toyoshima and Mizutani (2004) and Toyoshima and Nomura (2002) , human LTC 4 S from Molina et al. (2007) , and human FLAP from Ferguson et al. (2007) .
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phy was used to obtain three-dimensional morphological information about this important structure. Tomograms revealed the characteristic, highly organized arrangement of disk membranes stacked on top of one another with a surrounding plasma membrane. The disks maintained the proper distance between each other and between disk stacks and the plasma membrane, the latter by a spacer structure yet to be biochemically characterized (Nickell et al., 2007) . The main protein of the bilayered disk membranes is light-sensitive rhodopsin (Ͼ90% of the membrane's proteins). Approximately 50% of the disk membrane area is occupied by rhodopsin, whereas the remainder is composed of phospholipids and cholesterol. Phospholipids, primarily phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine but with an unusually high abundance (15%) of phosphatidylserine, represent ϳ95% of all lipids in the rod outer segments. The remaining ϳ5% is cholesterol. In addition, the phospholipids of these specialized membranes have an unusual fatty acid composition comprising 65% unsaturated docosahexanoic and 20% steric acid (reviewed in Giusto et al., 2000) .
A. Properties of Plasma and Endoplasmic Reticulum Membranes
Cellular membranes consist primarily of three classes of amphipathic lipids: phospholipids, glycolipids, and steroids. The main lipid components include phosphatidylcholine (ϳ50%), phosphatidylethanolamine (ϳ10%), phosphatidylserine (ϳ15%), sphingolipids (ϳ10%), cholesterol (ϳ10%), and phosphatidylinositol (1%). The proportions of each vary among different cell and membrane types. In addition, each class of lipid has a high degree of heterogeneity because nonspecific fatty acyltransferases catalyze the attachment of different fatty acids. The most common are myristic, palmitic, palmitoleic, stearic, oleic, linoleic, linolenic, arachidonic, and docosahexaenoic fatty acids. There is a preference for unsaturated fatty acid groups in the SN2 position of glycerides. The basic structure and composition of plasma, endoplasmic reticulum, and nuclear membranes are similar. Each membrane is held together via noncovalent interaction of hydrophobic fatty acid tails that exclude water from the interior of the membrane bilayer. Phospholipids and other lipids in plasma membranes are organized across the bilayer in an asymmetric manner, and enzymes generally termed as phospholipid flippases help maintain this asymmetric gradient (Daleke, 2007) . In the endoplasmic reticulum, there is a relative abundance of certain glycerophospholipids on the cytoplasmic face of the membrane with sphingolipids being predominantly located on the lumenal surface. A similar distribution applies to the plasma membrane so that sphingolipids and sterols predominate on the extracellular face of the bilayer. Thus, the cytoplasmic surface of plasma membranes is enriched in phosphatidylinositol, phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylserine, and phosphatidic acid, which provide a slightly negative electrostatic environment that allows binding of membrane-associated and transmembrane proteins (McIntosh and Simon, 2006) . The extracytoplasmic leaflet and the topologically equivalent lumenal surface of internal organelles are enriched in cholinebased lipids such as phosphatidylcholine, sphingomyelin, and glycosphingolipids. The plasma membrane but not most intracellular membranes is rigidified by the presence of cholesterol. Its presence immobilizes the first few hydrocarbon groups of the adjacent phospholipid molecules. The asymmetric distribution of cholesterol and the various glycerophospholipids also contributes to the lipid curvature needed to maintain cell structure and to sustain the noncrystalline state by limiting the ability to phase shift to a more rigid structure (Lodish et al., 1981; Benedetti et al., 2005; Maxfield and Tabas, 2005; Lodish, 2007) . The curvature is necessary for intracellular membrane trafficking that, in addition to specific lipid insertions, can be achieved by other mechanisms as well (reviewed in McMahon and Gallop, 2005; Hanzal-Bayer and Hancock, 2007) .
Hydrophobic proteins that readily incorporate into a lipid bilayer are key components of biological membranes. By weight, the ratio of proteins to lipids in most membranes is ϳ1:1. Thus, an average protein of molecular mass of 40,000 Da is surrounded by approximately 50 to 55 lipid molecules, assuming an average molecular mass of 750 Da/phospholipid. For example, at the average density of rhodopsin, a ratio of 54 to 86 phospholipids per rhodopsin has been estimated (Stone et al., 1979; Calvert et al., 2001) . Moreover, rod photoreceptor cell simulations of a rod disk membrane without rhodopsin revealed 3.16 ϫ 10 6 phospholipids (both sides)/1 m 2 . On the basis of atomic force microscopic (AFM) measurements for the rhodopsin paracrystal, a maximal number of 63,000 rhodopsin molecules/1 m 2 has been calculated . Simulations of a membrane with rhodopsin resulted in 1.36 ϫ 10 6 phospholipids/1 m 2 . Thus, rhodopsin molecules in their densest form can displace 1.80 ϫ 10 6 phospholipids/1 m 2 . If rhodopsin were freely mobile, each molecule would be surrounded by less than two layers of phospholipid based on a simple weight ratio. Therefore, membranes can be crowded, but there also are data to suggest that portions of a given membrane can be virtually empty of (embedded) proteins (Hasty and Hay, 1978; Nickell et al., 2007) . Knowledge attained over the last two to three decades has invalidated the widely held "fluid mosaic" model of membrane structure that assumed membrane proteins to be distributed randomly and diffuse freely within their boundaries. Instead, biological membranes are organized structures composed of lipids and proteins (Engelman, 2005) . A specific structure of lipids such as lipid rafts, a cholesterol-enriched microdomain in cell membranes, might even extrude a subset of proteins or, conversely, organize them into specific oligomeric structures (Simons and Toomre, 2000) . Whereas 46 high fluidity is observed for individual lipids and proteins in the plane of the membrane, movement is highly restricted for most components (Kusumi et al., 2005) , and specific associations of proteins and lipids are common. Moreover, lipids may guide insertion of proteins into membranes (Lagü e et al., 2001; Hunte, 2005) . Clearly biological membranes do not contain randomly distributed proteins and lipids (Singer and Nicolson, 1972) .
Lipids in the bilayer also are involved in signaling. For example, hydrolysis and subsequent phosphorylation of inositol derived from the headgroup of phosphatidylinositol produce multiple products used in signaling such as inositol-1,4,5-triphosphate, diacylglycerol, and phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-triphosphate (McLaughlin et al., 2002; Behnia and Munro, 2005; McLaughlin and Murray, 2005) . Inositol-1,4,5-triphosphate can be processed further by subsequent dephosphorylation and phosphorylation reactions to various active agents (Fukuda and Mikoshiba, 1997; Barker et al., 2002; Raboy and Bowen, 2006; Shears, 2007) . Additional examples of biologically active lipids are arachidonic and docosahexaenoic acids, -6 C20:4 and C22:6 fatty acids, present mostly in phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylcholine, and phosphatidylinositol, which can be liberated by activated phospholipases A 2 . When oxidized, these fatty acids produce the prostanoid and leukotriene families of compounds, most of which activate members of the G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) family (Narumiya et al., 1999; Mukherjee et al., 2004) . For example, the highest concentration of docosahexaenoic acid is found in photoreceptors. The derived prostanoid neuroprotectin 1 protects retinal pigment epithelial cells against apoptosis induced by byproducts of phototransduction (Mukherjee et al., 2007a,b) . Leukotrienes involved in respiratory and cardiovascular diseases are proinflammatory products of arachidonic acid derived from oxidation by 5-lipoxygenase (Funk, 2001) .
The role of lipids in all aspects of membrane structure and function only recently has been the subject of significant study, in part because of the paucity of suitably sensitive methods to study lipids, in contrast to classic aqueous chemical methodology. Nonetheless, although knowledge of the structural and signaling roles of membrane lipids will expand, the role of specific phospholipids in different membrane types would seem to be the area most ripe for exploration. Obviously, the brief outline of membrane lipid structure and function presented here is incomplete so this topic deserves more extensive review.
B. Membrane Proteins
Membrane proteins are water-insoluble proteins that reside in lipid bilayers. They can span a membrane once in a single pass such as guanylate cyclase or up to 19 times as documented for voltage-dependent Ca 2ϩ channels (Remm and Sonnhammer, 2000) . The most frequent are proteins with a single transmembrane spanning segment followed by those with two to seven such segments (Remm and Sonnhammer, 2000) . Membrane proteins confer function on biological membranes, allowing cells to communicate with each other and to detect changes in their environment. For example, membrane proteins can serve as transporters whose functions include creating and/or maintaining concentration gradients of electrolytes, water, nutrients, metabolic cofactors, and other essential molecules; extruding toxic substances; and recapturing neurotransmitters and many other substances. Dynamic rearrangement of membrane and cellular structure via processes such as endocytosis, exocytosis, and phagocytosis all require specific membrane proteins in conjunction with a large number of membrane-associated accessory proteins. Membrane proteins can function as receptors for extracellular ligands that bind to their extracellular or transmembrane domains and transmit signals across the bilayer that are sensed intracellularly (chemical signal sending and receiving). Two of the largest protein families in this category are GPCRs and growth factor receptors such as the insulin receptor or fibroblast growth factor receptor. Membrane proteins also act as recognition molecules of the immune system and as adhesion molecules that allow formation of tight junctions and attachment of cells to each other. Membrane proteins may serve as energy transducers that use electrochemical gradients to generate high energy compounds such as ATP. Many membrane proteins, such as proteases, dehydrogenases and reductases, kinases, and phosphatases exhibit classic enzyme catalytic activity. Such activities can occur on the surface of the bilayer or deep within it. Membrane proteins also serve as structural molecules maintaining the polarity, shape, and size of cells and conferring unique features essential for their physiological function, e.g., allowing membrane fusion and separation. These are only a few of the many functions of membrane proteins.
Approximately 30% of all active genes encode membrane proteins of which approximately one-third are GPCRs (von Heijne, 2007) . However, these estimates are not completely reliable (Remm and Sonnhammer, 2000; Ahram et al., 2006; Elofsson and Heijne, 2007) because of the use of algorithms based on incomplete datasets that are limited to a relatively small number of protein classes. Nonetheless, this ambiguity does not detract from the fact that membrane proteins are encoded by a vast number of genes.
Transmembrane segments of membrane proteins predictably contain largely hydrophobic residues such as Leu, Ile, and Val and aromatic residues such as Tyr, Phe, and Trp that are compatible with the hydrophobicity of the lipid bilayer. Only two structural elements have been described to date for the intramembrane portions of membrane-embedded proteins: ␤-barrels and ␣-helices. These structural motifs maximize protein stability through hydrogen bonding and exclude the bulk of STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATION OF VERTEBRATE MEMBRANE PROTEINS water from the interior of membrane proteins. Thus, further structural characterization will add to the currently existing data and expand our understanding of the variations of these prevalent forms of structure used by membrane proteins. In the future new folds of membrane proteins are likely to be discovered. Moreover, membrane proteins often oligomerize, because exposure of hydrophobic regions to water incurs a large energy penalty. This penalty can be minimized by the ability of some proteins to influence the thickness of the membrane, a process known as protein-lipid mismatch (Engelman, 2005) . In contrast, the functional portion of membrane proteins can be highly hydrated and shielded from the lipid phase in which they are embedded.
Knowledge of the folding and membrane insertion of membrane proteins is still rudimentary, but recent concepts and problems requiring future research have been delineated (Bowie, 2005) . The current model suggests two stages of membrane protein folding. The first is insertion of the independent helices into the membrane bilayer and the second is the folding and/or oligomerization of these helices (Popot and Engelman, 1990; White et al., 2001; Engelman et al., 2003) . However, none of these folding models consider the fact that the membrane must be water impermeable all the time. Thus, the complex of protein polypeptide with bound lipids perhaps is critical for achieving a mature conformation without membrane disruption during initial insertion or later during fusion of small vesicles with the (plasma) membranes. Interaction between ␣-helices can be so strong that functional proteins can be assembled from protein fragments cleaved between membrane segments as shown for bacteriorhodopsin (Popot and Engelman, 2000) and rhodopsin (Ridge et al., 1995; Ridge and Abdulaev, 2000) . Frequently and primarily in eukaryotes, assembly is followed primarily by "maturation" of membrane proteins. This process is directed by an initial specific glycosylation of proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum. Correct glycosylation is proofread by the lectin chaperones calnexin and calreticulin before vesicular transport to the Golgi apparatus and later transfer to the plasma membrane (Trombetta and Parodi, 2003) . Also, the stability of membrane proteins can be enhanced by disulfide bridges formed before and after membrane insertion, a motif frequently found in GPCRs (Mirzadegan et al., 2003) and other proteins. A further aspect of proper folding, particularly in mutant proteins, is appropriate interaction with a prosthetic group (Brady and Limbird, 2002; Chapple and Cheetham, 2003; Rader et al., 2004; Klein-Seetharaman, 2005; Janovick et al., 2007; Maudsley et al., 2007; Robben et al., 2007) (reviewed in Conn et al., 2007) . For example, cis-retinal is important for proper folding of the P23H mutant of rhodopsin (Chapple et al., 2001; Saliba et al., 2002; Noorwez et al., 2003) , the most frequent mutation found to be associated with retinitis pigmentosa (Dryja et al., 1990) . However, wild-type opsin folds correctly even without chromophore and is incorporated into rod outer segments (Redmond et al., 1998) . Further knowledge of these pathways and interactions is essential because misassembly of membrane proteins is clearly associated with several human diseases (Sanders and Myers, 2004) .
III. Interactions of Proteins with Membranes

A. Dynamic Nature of Membrane Proteins
An X-ray structure provides only a static snapshot of the true molecular structure of a protein. However, dynamic fluctuations are essential for membrane and protein functions such as membrane fusion and repulsion between membrane bilayers, interactions between proteins, formation of cellular shapes, and mixing of lipids and membrane proteins in biological membranes (Helfrich, 1973 (Helfrich, , 1978 Deuling and Helfrich, 1976; Evans and Parsegian, 1983, 1986; Brown, 2006, 2007) . At physiological temperatures, lipid bilayer and membrane proteins display thermal fluctuations/motion with an average kinetic energy ϳ0.6 kcal/mol. This amount of energy is minuscule compared with the amount needed to break a covalent bond (50 -120 kcal/ mol) or even a hydrogen bond (4 -5 kcal/mol), but these minor fluctuations can lead to productive catalytic events (Vendruscolo and Dobson, 2006) . Structural dynamics can contribute to conformational protein entropy and also to more complex protein function and modulation such as allostery (Cooper and Dryden, 1984; Frederick et al., 2007) . The dynamic nature of GPCRs in solution has been demonstrated experimentally by nuclear magnetic resonance analysis of rhodopsin (KleinSeetharaman, 2002; Klein-Seetharaman et al., 2004) . Molecular dynamic simulations reveal differences in membrane receptors occupied by or free of ligands (Spijker et al., 2006) , and events leading to these differences can be monitored by single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy (Peleg et al., 2001) .
The inherent flexibility of macromelecules permits conformational changes to be triggered by ligand binding, post-translational modification such as phosphorylation, absorption of light, or changes in pH and temperature among other factors. The energy for such a transformation provided by ligand binding is typically between 8 and 12 kcal/mol. Only part of this energy is used to change the structure, and the rest is disseminated. Glutamate binding to the extracellular domain of the glutamate receptor provides a good example of large conformational changes induced by ligand binding. The bilobed architecture of this receptor exhibits the flexibility to change domain arrangements so as to form an "open" or "closed" conformation upon ligand binding (Kunishima et al., 2000) . For membrane proteins with multiple transmembrane spanning ␣-helices, conformational changes could be restricted to translocation of the 48 helices, leading to oligomerization, to piston-like up and down movement in relation to each helix, and to pivot movement through rotation parallel to membranes and/or by movement perpendicular to the membranes (Hulko et al., 2006) . All of these types of movements would be possible only if the interacting elements of a bundle of helices constrained in one conformation can be rearranged by ligand binding to a new conformation via an energetically permissive scheme. As exemplified by photoactivated rhodopsin, metastable photointermediates of the activated receptor can be differentiated in part from one another on the basis of protonation state. The spectrally and functionally distinct Meta II intermediate is capable of activating the heterotrimeric G protein and differs from precursor photointermediates by uptake of a proton from the bulk solvent, leading to increased conformational flexibility (Salom et al., 2006b) . These examples show that even though embedding a protein in a lipid bilayer imposes several restrictions on conformation and movement, membrane proteins also retain considerable flexibility and mobility, both of which are intimately connected to their function.
The motion of a protein can be assessed from crystallographic data by estimating the B factor, also known as the "temperature factor" or "Debye-Waller factor." This number can be applied to the X-ray scattering term and describes the degree to which the electron density is spread out (Blundell and Johnson, 1976) . It can also indicate where there are errors in model building. Because the B factor can be calculated in slightly different ways, comparing B factors among a class of proteins must be done with caution. Nonetheless, use of this analysis for our six model membrane proteins suggests some interesting conclusions about the flexibility of structural segments (Fig. 2) .
Rhodopsin is the predominant membrane protein of disk membranes in rod outer segments of retinal rod cells, the specialized neurons that detect photons and communicate with secondary neurons about the presence of light. Rhodopsin, a member of the GPCR superfamily, is composed of a membrane-embedded chromophore, 11-cis-retinal, that is covalently bound to the apoprotein opsin at Lys 296 (in bovine opsin) located in transmembrane helix VII via a protonated Schiff base linkage. Upon absorption of a photon, isomerization of the chromophore to an all-trans-retinylidene conformation induces changes in the rhodopsin structure, ultimately converting it from an inactive to an activated signaling state that allows it to signal intracellularly through heterotrimeric G proteins. Activation of rhodopsin relays the activating changes to the retinal G protein, transducin, initiating the biochemical cascade of reactions in a process termed phototransduction (Palczewski, 2006; Ridge and Palczewski, 2007) . Rhodopsin crystallizes as a homodimer, either in an antiparallel orientation (Palczewski et al., 2000; Teller et al., 2001) or in the putatively physiologically relevant parallel orientation (Salom et al., 2006b) (Fig. 1A) . Helix I forms part of the dimer interface for both types of crystals. Neither the transmembrane portion of rhodopsin, which houses the covalently linked 11-cis-retinylidene, nor the solvent-exposed extracellular domain interacts with any other proteins. Both domains have low B factors sug- ϩ channel (C), rabbit Ca 2ϩ -ATPase (D), human LTC 4 S (E), and human FLAP (F). The molecules are colored according to their B factors using a spectrum of colors (blue to red for low to high B factors). The orange rectangle represents the putative membrane. The two helices in bovine aquaporin 0 with the lowest B factors form the surface for tetramer formation. The transmembrane helices of LTC 4 S and FLAP exhibit low B factors owing to extensive intersubunit contacts in the trimer.
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gesting rigidity of these regions ( Fig. 2A) . In contrast, the cytoplasmic region is highly unstructured. This region is involved in an interaction with transducin and must undergo a conformational change to propagate the receptor activation by light (Salom et al., 2006b ). Thus, a large portion of rhodopsin is relatively stable whereas the functional site is flexible to accommodate structural changes needed to increase the affinity of photoactivated rhodopsin for G protein transducin.
Aquaporins are transmembrane pores involved either exclusively in water transport or in transfer of other small neutral solutes (aquaglyceroporins) (Fu et al., 2000) . Aquaporin 0 is the major constituent of lens fiber cell membranes, in which it accounts for 60% of total membrane proteins. Its water transfer activity is much lower than that of other water channels. The large number, at least 13, and diversity of aquaporins in the genome reflect the strict control of permeation through these pores required for the regulation of homeostasis in different cells and organs (Gonen et al., 2005) .
Aquaporin 1 from bovine red cells (Sui et al., 2001 ) and bovine aquaporin 0 (Harries et al., 2004) were crystallized as tetramers with each monomer showing a water pore (Fig. 1B) . All aquaporins share same basic topology consisting of two tandem repeats of threetransmembrane ␣-helices (Agre, 2006) . Helices II and VI are the interfaces for tetramer formation and therefore are more rigid than the other transmembrane helices as reflected by having the lowest B factors in the crystal structure (Fig. 2B) . The entire transmembrane domain of aquaporins is relatively stable so that it can hold together tightly to maintain a 20-Å long and narrow filter channel that only allows water molecules to pass through in single file; the narrowest center point of this channel is approximately 2.8 Å in diameter (Sui et al., 2001) . In contrast, the extracellular and intracellular ends of this molecule possess higher B factors, indicating a more flexible nature. These two regions contain the interhelical loops that form the extracellular and intracellular vestibules of the selective filter channel. Understandably, they have the flexibility needed to accommodate the bulk volume of water molecules entering and leaving the channel. Great water selectivity over ions is the most important characteristic of aquaporin water channels. As proposed by Tajkhorshid et al. (2002) in their molecular dynamics simulation study, water molecules change to an opposite orientation in the center of the channel to fit in the local electrical environment and thus prevent the conduction of ions. Other than its selectivity for water transport, aquaporin 0 serves another function in the lens by forming the thin junction between fiber cells. According to the electron crystallographic structure of junctional aquaporin 0 (Gonen et al., 2005) , fiber cells become buried more deeply in the lens during differentiation and aging. Both the cytoplasmic N and C termini of aquaporin 0 might become truncated, altering the conformation of extracellular loop A to trigger junction formation. This observation may provide another possible explanation of why the extracellular and intracellular surfaces of aquaporin 0 are flexible. K v 1.2K ϩ channels are members of the voltage-dependent cation channel family that includes voltage-dependent K ϩ , Na ϩ , and Ca 2ϩ channels (Armstrong, 2003; Long et al., 2005b; Bean, 2007) . K v 1.2K ϩ channels conduct K ϩ ions across the cell membrane in response to changes in membrane voltage, thereby regulating neuronal excitability by modulating the shape and frequency of action potentials. K v 1.2K ϩ channels typically are tetramers consisting of four identical subunits that each have a selective pore, a voltage sensor, and a gate (Fig. 1C) . Each subunit has six transmembrane helices (Long et al., 2005a) . The four transmembrane helices comprising the voltage sensor have few contacts with neighboring molecules and thus are relatively free to move, generating a correspondingly high B factor (Fig.  2C ). Two transmembrane helices that form the pore in the tetrameric protein also have a high B factor. This observation can be explained largely by the architecture of the pore in which the internal half consists of a 10-Å wide aqueous hole that clearly would allow the transmembrane segments a fair degree of flexibility. In contrast, the occurrence of the high B factor, which indicates a certain flexibility of the outer half of the pore, is harder to explain given that the postulated mechanism of K ϩ permeation through the pore would not involve significant movement of the membrane helices in that region of the pore (Long et al., 2005b) . Ca 2ϩ ATPase is a member of the P-type ATPase superfamily that transports inorganic ions across membranes generally against a concentration gradient (Fig.  1D) . The transmembrane region comprises 10 ␣-helices with a clear separation between helices M1 to M6 and M7 to M10 (Toyoshima et al., 2000) . This ATPase pumps Ca 2ϩ ions that are released inside muscle cells during contraction back into the sarcoplasmic reticulum by using ATP as the energy source, thereby allowing muscle relaxation. Two Ca 2ϩ ions are transported per ATP hydrolyzed, and two or three H ϩ ions are countertransported (Kubala, 2006) . The name P-type ATPase derives from the fact that during the reaction cycle the enzyme become autophosphorylated on a canonical Asp residue located in the P (phosphorylation) domain. Active transport of Ca 2ϩ is achieved, according to the E1-E2 model, by changing the affinity of Ca 2ϩ -binding sites from high (E1) to low (E2) (Scarborough, 2003) . Release of "occluded" Ca 2ϩ in the transmembrane binding sites occurs during the transition from E1P to E2P ("P" indicating that the enzyme is phosphorylated). The Ca 2ϩ -free (E2) state of this protein shows large conformational differences from the Ca 2ϩ -bound (E1) state. In the E2 state, compared with E1, three cytoplasmic domains have moved to form more of a single headpiece as a result of the phosphorylation-induced conformational shift. Initially, this conformational change is propagated from 50 the P domain into the membrane domain through helices IV and V, but overall 6 of the 10 transmembrane helices exhibit large-scale rearrangements (Toyoshima and Nomura, 2002; Toyoshima and Mizutani, 2004; Obara et al., 2005) . The whole molecule of Ca 2ϩ ATPase shows a relatively high B factor, indicating global flexibility. Unlike rhodopsin and aquaporin 0 in which the transmembrane domains are more stable than the extracellular and intracellular domains, there is no major difference in flexibility between the transmembrane helices and the cytoplasmic headpieces of Ca 2ϩ ATPase (Fig. 2D) . The structure reflects its function, i.e., the ATPase transports its substrate across a membrane. Examination of the crystal structure shows the absence of large vestibules on either surface of the membrane or a clear channel inside the membrane.
LTC 4 S and FLAP are two important proteins involved in the biosynthesis of LTC 4 from arachidonic acid (Fig. 1, E and F) . Each belongs to a superfamily of membraneassociated proteins responsible for both eicosanoid and glutathione metabolism. The primary sequences of the human LTC 4 S and FLAP share ϳ28% identity, and the crystal structures of these two proteins align with each other with an root mean square deviation of 1.64 Å. However, FLAP is different from other members of this family in that it is not an enzyme and is not regulated by glutathione. Instead it mediates the association of arachidonic acid with 5-lipoxygenase. The lipoxygenase is the enzyme that catalyzes the reaction to produce 5-monohydroperoxy-eicosatetraenoic acids, which LTC 4 S then converts to leukotriene A4. LTC 4 S also conjugates glutathione to leukotriene A 4 to form leukotriene C 4 , the physiologically relevant molecule involved in smooth muscle constriction and inflammation. Electron microscopic studies have shown that FLAP distributes almost equally on the inner and outer nuclear membrane. In contrast, LTC 4 S distributes only on the outer nuclear membrane and peripheral endoplasmic reticulum but is excluded from the inner nuclear membrane (Christmas et al., 2002) . There are two entries in the PDB for LTC 4 S published by two groups: 2PNO (Ago et al., 2007) and 2UUH/2UUI (Martinez Molina et al., 2007) . These presented opposite orientations in the outer nuclear membrane. Based on examination of their function and comparison with FLAP, we chose to review 2UUH, which shares the same orientation with FLAP.
Crystal structures of both LTC 4 S and FLAP are homotrimers, with each monomer having four transmembrane helices. Both the N and C termini of these two proteins reside within the lumenal space of the nuclear membrane. Overall B factors for the transmembrane helices are low presumably indicating a relative lack of flexibility that is explained by extensive contacts between the trimers (Fig. 2 , E and F). For example, the intersubunit contacts bury approximately 4900 Å 2 of each monomer in FLAP (Ferguson et al., 2007) , compared with approximately 1000 Å 2 buried for the dimer of rhodopsin (Salom et al., 2006b ). Thus, the trimeric structure with extensive intrasubunit interactions of the transmembrane portions is likely to rigidify both LTC 4 S and FLAP.
Overall, these examples show that the B factors reflect the flexibility of those regions of the membrane proteins that are thought to require flexibility for their specific function. The correlation is not absolute; however, so caution must be used when equating B factors and flexibility either with each other or with a proposed mechanism of action.
B. Interactions of Membrane Proteins with Phospholipids
Structural analysis of membrane proteins reveals that Leu, Ala, Val, Ile, and Phe prefer exposure to a lipid phase rather than the interior of a protein (Tables 2 and  3 ). Different amino acid residues have a unique distribution along the helices. Val and Leu are also often found to point toward the center of the lipid bilayer
TABLE 2 Distribution of lipid-facing (out) and non-lipid-facing (in) amino acid residues in transmembrane helices
The oligomeric structure (Table 1) of each protein was viewed. Residues exposed to the surface of the protein within the transmembrane domains were considered lipid-facing (out) and those buried between helices were considered non-lipid-facing (in). The numbers of each residue were counted. Total in  35  73  20  56  53  27  15  11  25  21  7  4  6  11  18  8  14  19  26  29  478  Total out  19  28  7  40  84  42  10  5  49  13  13  3  6  13  5  2  8  2  10  9  368 Rho, bovine rhodopsin; AQP, bovine aquaporin 0; ATPase, rabbit Ca 2ϩ -APTase. a S1 and S3 transmembrane helices are poly-Ala chains in the crystal structure so they were excluded from analysis; the molecule was analyzed as a tetramer.
STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATION OF VERTEBRATE MEMBRANE PROTEINS 51 (Nyholm et al., 2007) . The aromatic amino acids, Phe, Tyr, and Trp (Tables 2 and 3) , exhibit a special distribution in that they are frequently enriched at membrane-water interfaces (White and Wimley, 1999; Elofsson and Heijne, 2007) . Trp residues have a propensity to localize at the membrane interface where their indole ring has a specific orientation to the vector perpendicular to the membrane (Esbjörner et al., 2007) . Electrons of their aromatic rings can accommodate a more hydrophilic environment, thereby preventing the thermodynamic penalty if a Leu, for example, were at the interface. Interfacial aromatic residues contribute to the thermodynamic stability of the Escherichia coli outer membrane protein OmpA in lipid bilayers by Ϫ2.0 kcal/ mol for Trp, Ϫ2.6 kcal/mol for Tyr, and Ϫ1.0 kcal/mol for isolated interfacial Phe (Hong et al., 2007) . Furthermore, clustering of aromatic amino acids at membrane interfaces provides an additional driving force for the folding and stability of integral membrane proteins because favorable interactions between aromatic rings become significant when separated by less than 7 Å (Hong et al., 2007 (Fig. 3A ). For the more polar and hydrophilic amino acids, distribution generally follows the relative hydrophobicity of the environment. For example, hydrophilic residues often project toward the interior of proteins where they can form hydrogen bonds or salt bridges with other hydrophilic residues or face the relatively aqueous pore of transporters and channels (Table 2) . Glu, Asp, Lys, and Arg stabilize membrane proteins by interacting with lipid head groups at membrane-water interfacial regions. In addition, positively charged residues have a tendency to locate on the cytoplasmic side of membranes, the so-called "positiveinside rule" (von Heijne, 1992) . Their function may be to provide a "stop signal" for the insertion of a particular helix into the membrane and/or to provide a positive charge to partially counter the intrinsic negative charge of the cytoplasmic membrane face derived from the presence of phosphatidylserine.
Specific interactions between side chains, hydrogen bonding, sequestration of hydrophobic residues, aromatic stacking, and other interactions are the underlying forces that stabilize and produce the active forms of membrane proteins. Assuming the orthogonal direction, membrane-spanning ␣-helices must be ϳ20 residues long or more to completely traverse the hydrophobic core of lipid bilayers (Nyholm et al., 2007) . To accommodate functional and stability requirements, helical segments are not geometrically arranged with the greatest symmetry. Instead, helices that form transmembrane segments of these proteins may be bent and tilted away from the vector perpendicular to the membrane. For example, rhodopsin tilting and bending of helices is predominantly accomplished by incorporation of Gly and Pro residues (Fig. 3B ). Gly and Pro are ␣-helix breakers, and additionally Pro creates a slight bend. Even energetically unfavorable helical disruption can be compensated for by internal hydrogen bonding of surrounding residues, and transmembrane segments often contain two of these residues on a row, i.e., Gly-Gly, Pro-Pro, or Gly-Pro segments, thus assuring that the ideal helical structure is interrupted (Fig. 3B ). In general, the calculated tilt angle for a transmembrane helix is 22 Ϯ 12° ( Nyholm et al., 2007) .
TABLE 3 Percentile distribution of amino acid residues facing lipid (out) or not facing lipid (in) in transmembrane helices
The structure of each protein was viewed. Residues exposed to the surface of the protein within the transmembrane domains were considered lipid-facing (out) and those buried in between helices were considered non-lipid-facing (in). The numbers of each residue were counted. The number for each amino acid residue was calculated as follows: the sum number of each amino acid residue for six nonmitochondrial proteins was divided by the total number of all 20 amino acid residues for either in or out. The same calculation was done for the four mitochondrial proteins. The top two rows are the sum of amino acid residues from bovine rhodopsin, bovine aquaporin 0, rat K v 1.2 channel, rabbit Ca 2ϩ -ATPase, LTC 4 S, and FLAP. The bottom two rows are the sum of four mitochondrial respiratory chain proteins. , and Trp 205 form a cluster in a cleft on the surface near the extracellular side to accommodate the lipid molecule. B, effect of Gly and Pro on the torsion of transmembrane helices in rhodopsin. Shown here are four transmembrane helices (HII, HIII, HIV, and HVI) of bovine rhodopsin (PDB code: 1F88) viewed from the extracellular side. These helices have kinks caused by either double Gly or Pro residues. P267 and G89 -90 cause significant bends in H6 and H2, respectively, while the double Gly (G120 -G121) on H3 and double Pro (P170 -P171) residues on H4 result in only small twists in the affected helices.
Thus, the interaction of membrane proteins with lipids is critical for their structure and function. Lipids may organize themselves into specific structures because of phase separation. Biophysical approaches that use model peptide partition without three-dimensional structural knowledge are too rudimentary to provide specific insights into the details of lipid and protein organization at a density of 1 molecule of protein/50 molecules of lipid (White and Wimley, 1999) . The intricacies of biological membrane systems consisting of specific lipids and proteins may generate new thermodynamic conditions that are not suitably mimicked by pure homogeneous lipids. Moreover, lipid-protein combinations are just as diverse as proteins and lipids themselves. Such diversity can be another reason that makes it extremely difficult to generalize about the formation of specific structures. Crystallography, however, does provide initial insights into the interactions of proteins and lipids, as many crystals contain tightly bound lipids (reviewed in Palsdottir and Hunte, 2004) .
C. Sequestration of Charges within Membrane Proteins
Intramembrane charged residues often form a network of ionic interactions, both for charge compensation and for functionality. In virtually every membrane protein structure solved to date, intramembrane charged residues are directly relevant to the protein's function. Examples of these arrangements are briefly outlined below for some of the protein models described here. More about the role of intramembrane charged residues is included in the legend to Fig. 4 .
One example of the role of intramembrane charged residues is Lys 296 in bovine rhodopsin. This residue is located in the middle of the membrane on transmembrane helix VII ( Fig. 4A ) and is covalently linked to the chromophore, 11-cis-retinal, via a protonated Schiff base. FIG. 4 . Charge distributions in the transmembrane portions of four mammalian membrane proteins (side view). Orange lines represent the putative membranes. A, charged residues in transmembrane helices of bovine rhodopsin. The right inset shows a close-up of the selected area in the left panel. One positively charged residue (K296, blue stick) in the transmembrane region forms a Schiff base with the bound chromophore, 11-cis-retinal (green). E113 serves as the counterion for K296. Two other negatively charged residues (E122 and D83) are located nearby; D83 forms an H bond with a water molecule (yellow sphere). B, side view of bovine aquaporin 0 (PDB code: 1YMG). Water molecules in the channel are shown as yellow spheres. Side chains of all three charged residues point to the transport channel. C, side view of the voltage sensor and electric pore of the rat K v 1.2K ϩ channel (PDB code: 2A79). There are seven positively charged residues (blue) and seven negatively charged residues (red) in the transmembrane region. K ϩ ions are shown as blue spheres. D, side view of rabbit Ca 2ϩ -ATPase (PDB code: 1SU4). The inset, on the right-hand side is a close up of the left panel. Five negatively charged residues (E58, E309, E771, D800, and E908) are coordinated with two bound Ca 2ϩ ions (green spheres). The positively charged residues are paired with negatively charged residues: K47 with E51, K262 with E258, K297 with E90, K972 with E860, and R63 with D59. In the top right corner of the right panel is a cluster of five positively charged residues (K758, R762, R836, K985, and R989), three negatively charged residues (E918, D981, and E982), and two water molecules (yellow spheres).
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A nearby negatively charged residue, Glu 113 , serves as the counterion for this base (Filipek et al., 2003a; Palczewski, 2006) . Aquaporin 0 has one positively charged residue, Arg 187 , located at the narrowest part of the water channel (Fig. 4B ). It is part of a conserved A/R selective filter composed of an Arg residue on helix V and an aromatic residue on helix II (Phe 48 in bovine aquaporin 0) plus a nearby His. This arrangement together with the close by Asn-Pro-Ala motif, local positive charges, and the H-bonding environment of the filter enable this water channel to exclude ions selectively while simultaneously transporting a high flux of water molecules (Agre, 2006) .
The K v 1.2K ϩ channel has only one positively charged Lys residue on helix VI near the extracellular membrane surface, which is countered by a negatively charged Glu residue on helix V (Fig. 4C) . The K ϩ pathway in the pore is lined by a conserved (T/S)XG(Y/F)G motif, considered the selectivity filter (Valiyaveetil et al., 2002 ). In contrast to the single Lys-Glu interaction within the helices forming the pore, the S4 helix has an abundance of positively charged residues. These residues are evenly distributed to span the entire lipid bilayer. It is unclear how this positive charge is compensated for to be included in the transmembrane domain. In the crystal structures of these channels, most of the positively charged residues appear to be buried within the transmembrane hydrophobic domain and are not completely countered by negatively charged residues (Fig. 4C) . S4 is thought to be the voltage sensor that detects the change in membrane electric potential (Bezanilla, 2000) . This voltage sensor is extremely sensitive to changes in membrane potential presumably because of the unfavorable energy cost associated with incorporating positively charged residues within the membrane interior. Repositioning of these charges in S4 induced by a change in membrane potential opens and closes the pore via conformational changes induced by electric charge repositioning and dipole reorientation in S5 and S6.
In the P-type Ca 2ϩ -ATPase, there are many charged residues present in its 10 transmembrane helices (Fig.  4D) . Most of the positively charged residues are near membrane surfaces and are paired with negatively charged residues. For rabbit Ca 2ϩ -ATPase (Fig. 4D) , are coordinated with two water molecules (yellow spheres in Fig. 4D ). Five negatively charged residues coordinate the two bound Ca 2ϩ ions (green spheres in Fig. 4D (Toyoshima and Nomura, 2002) . Thus, in the Ca 2ϩ -ATPase, charge within the membrane is accommodated by multiple structural elements: salt bridges, water coordination, and exposure to the cation channel for interactions with both cation and water.
Overall, these examples show that the membrane proteins can accommodate hydrophilic charged amino acid residues in the hydrophobic milieu of the lipid bilayer. These residues typically are key residues for the function of these proteins. In many cases positively charged side chains are engaged in ionic interactions with negatively charged counterion residues. However, for the K v 1.2K ϩ channel additional experiments are required to answer how the charges are stabilized in one of the domains.
D. Forces Driving the Assembly of Membrane Proteins
Many and probably most plasma membrane proteins are known to organize in submicrometer-sized clusters. Their structure and the dynamics of their formation are still unknown. How much the transmembrane segments and how much charged extra-and intracellular loops and termini participate in dimeric/oligomeric assembly is probably specific to individual proteins. Structural complementation between transmembrane proteins could be one driving force that establishes hydrophobic, hydrogen, and ionic bonding. Another force might be sequestration of more polar residues away from the hydrophobic interior of the lipid bilayer. Clearly, transmembrane helices can be stabilized by interhelical interactions (Israelachvili, 1985; Haltia and Freire, 1995; White and Wimley, 1999; Howard, 2001; Engelman, 2005) . Using several biophysical approaches to study the assembly of the protein syntaxin 1, Sieber et al. (2007) have recently proposed an interesting concept that would appear to simplify the principles involved in self-assembly. They applied basic physical principles to explain the self-association of syntaxin 1 by weak protein-protein interactions between syntaxin 1 monomers. These interactions were assumed to affect the conformation of the individual proteins and most probably their interaction with membrane lipids, especially cholesterol. The immobilization and conformational constraints on the proteins that are induced by their oligomerization provide a stabilizing factor. Conversely, steric repulsion induced by crowding is suggested to be a counterforce to protein-protein interactions. Together, these two biophysical concepts appear largely adequate to explain both the size and formation dynamics of syntaxin 1 oligomers. In addition, the physicochemical properties of membrane lipids must affect protein assembly, both because of possible protein association with specific individual lipids and for the inevitable alteration of the properties of the phospholipid bilayer by oligomer formation. Phospholipid interaction with self-assembly of rhodopsin illustrates well this idea (Periole et al., 2007) . Development of coarse-grain molecular dynamic models of phospholipid bilayers and rhodopsin suggested that the rate, extent, and intramembrane orientation of protein assemblies is governed to a significant extent by local deformation of the phospholipid 54 bilayer. These limited principles and derived ideas are unlikely to provide a complete explanation for all clustering and oligomerization of membrane proteins, but it seems highly likely that these concepts can be broadly applied to assembly of other membrane protein complexes.
Membrane proteins have the propensity to self-assemble, forming dimers or higher-order oligomers. Even though the driving forces that lead to oligomerization are unknown, three factors are likely to promote oligomerization. First, membrane proteins can form specific homo-and hetero-oligomers, because they have an intrinsic affinity for each other, and second, the energetically unfavorable exposure to an aqueous environment will favor their oligomerization. This aggregation would be prevented only if the thermal energy (0.8 -1 kcal/mol at physiological temperatures) is higher than the energetic gain resulting from the association. Association of membrane proteins is enhanced by orders of magnitude relative to that of soluble proteins, because the degrees of freedom for movement are reduced by the cellular membrane. Restriction by the pseudo-two dimensionality of membranes and the specific lipid organization around membrane proteins will further increase this intrinsic affinity. It was calculated that the probability of forming dimers increases 10 6 fold compared with that of soluble proteins and is many orders of magnitude greater for higher oligomers (Grasberger et al., 1986) . Even transient self-association of membrane proteins will guarantee that sufficient time required for catalysis or signaling is archived. Consequently, single-membrane proteins moving freely without continuous exposure to energetic traps are unlikely to exist in biological membranes. This concept is supported by high-speed, single-molecule trafficking observations of membrane lipids and proteins (Kusumi et al., 2005) .
Higher-order structures of membrane proteins derived from clustering have important functional consequences. In some cases, protein assembly appears to be required for intracellular transport and post-translational maturation. This assembly could also increase the stability of proteins and modulate signaling in a more global sense. Moreover, binding would sequester a ligand for a longer period of residence time in a specific region of the cell if its receptors are clustered, thereby extending signaling duration and increasing its intensity. Clustering of receptors may function in the olfactory system wherein the association of an individual ligand at a receptor is brief and yet a reproducible, albeit small, signal is generated (Bhandawat et al., 2005) .
Studies of the oligomerization of GPCR have generated special interest and passionate controversy (Chabre et al., 2003; Park et al., 2004; James and Davis, 2007) . Much of the latter results from technical difficulties inherent to the study of such processes, especially in cell culture conditions wherein these receptors are overexpressed. Organization of GPCRs into oligomeric clusters has been inferred from studies using several different methods including radioligand binding, coimmunoprecipitation, and energy transfer microscopy. Each of these methods has its own significant limitations that lead to difficulties with experimental interpretation. However, an overwhelming amount of data accumulated over many years support the concept that GPCRs function as oligomeric rather than monomeric receptors (Milligan, 2004; Park et al., 2004; Terrillon and Bouvier, 2004) . But even though there is far less evidence for the existence of GPCR monomers, their possible physiological functions cannot be ruled out for all GPCRs (Chabre and le Maire, 2005) . Indeed some, but not all, monomeric GCPRs can activate G proteins; consequently functional assays do not answer this question Bayburt et al., 2007) .
A number of examples unambiguously support the functional oligomerization of GPCRs. In the case of the mGluR family of receptors, the activation mechanism involves a change in quaternary structure of the two monomers coupled to each other by a disulfide bridge (Kunishima et al., 2000; Tateyama et al., 2004) . The functional unit of the GABA B receptor is an obligate hetero-oligomer composed of GABA B1 and GABA B2 subunits (Jones et al., 1998; Kaupmann et al., 1998; White et al., 1998) . Similarly, taste receptors for sweet and umami responses exist as obligate hetero-oligomers Huang et al., 2006) . These observations are among several examples providing definitive evidence that GCPR hetero-oligomers can be physiologically relevant. Another intriguing property of this combinatorial oligomerization is that it permits a more diverse signaling repertoire from a limited pool of gene products (Park and Palczewski, 2005) .
AFM images of rhodopsin in native rod outer segment disk membranes demonstrated the oligomeric arrangement of a GPCR in the most native and physiologically relevant state Liang et al., 2003 Liang et al., , 2004 . Cryo-electron tomography images of murine reactive oxygen species display a highly concentrated heterogeneous distribution of rhodopsin in disk membranes, supporting the oligomeric arrangement observed by AFM (Nickell et al., 2007) . AFM images were also a foundation to develop a three-dimensional model of a rhodopsin oligomer (Fotiadis et al., 2004a) . This model indicates that the rhodopsin dimer offers a geometrically compatible platform for the binding of partner proteins, transducin or arrestin molecule, each of which exhibit a "footprint" larger than that of a rhodopsin monomer Modzelewska et al., 2006) . Recent crystallographic studies constitute a major step in understanding the molecular basis of GPCR activation. By extension, they can have significant implications for understanding how other GPCRs organize as oligomers (Salom et al., 2006a,b; Cherezov et al., 2007) (Fig. 5) . The rhodopsin-G protein (transducin in rod cells)-induced fit model implies that activation may simply involve the relaxation of the somewhat more rigid structure con-STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATION OF VERTEBRATE MEMBRANE PROTEINS 55 stituting the inactive state. This process can occur within GPCR monomers or could be accommodated by an activating rearrangement of an oligomeric structure or both.
Oligomerization is an important feature of membrane proteins that requires further studies to understand thermodynamic and structural principles. This property can also be exploited to produce pharmacologically relevant allosteric regulators (Park et al., 2008) .
E. Modulation of Membrane Protein Function by Lipids
Although integral membrane proteins are surrounded by lipids, these proteins often must be studied outside their natural lipid environment to determine their physical and chemical properties. Such in vitro studies rely on the successful solubilization or reconstitution of membrane proteins in detergents and/or detergent/lipid mixtures. There are copurified or added lipid molecules in the crystal structures of some membrane proteins and these lipids have been shown to be critical for the function or stabilization of these proteins. For example, 13-phytanyl lipids were found in crystals of bacteriorhodopsin formed in a lipid cubic phase that in turn formed a bilayer structure (Luecke et al., 1999) . In the two-dimensional crystal of sheep aquaporin 0, lipid molecules were found only at the boundary of the tetramer and not within it (Gonen et al., 2005) . The presence of a correct lipid/protein ratio was found to be critical for the crystallization of the rat K v 1.2K ϩ channel protein (Long et al., 2005a) . Finally, between 5 and 13 lipid molecules per protein molecule were essential for crystal formation of the human erythrocyte anion-exchanger membrane domain (Lemieux et al., 2002) . Other examples are summarized in a recent review (Tamm, 2005) .
Because lipid and protein components of membranes interact with each other, changes in lipid composition should affect membrane proteins and vice versa. Lipid modifications of integral membrane proteins may relieve hydrophobic mismatches between transmembrane helices and the lipid bilayer and thereby cause proteins to concentrate in certain areas of the membrane (Haucke and Di Paolo, 2007) . Although it is not easy to establish a requirement for a specific lipid for the activity of a membrane protein, some evidence exists for this supposition. For example, choline head groups are required for the function of ␤-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase, cholesterol is needed for the activity of Na ϩ ,K ϩ -ATPase and the acetylcholine receptor, and phosphatidylethanolamine promotes Ca 2ϩ pump function (reviewed in Yeagle, 1989) . The function of the highly studied GPCR rhodopsin has been shown to be regulated by various lipids such as cholesterol that alter the membrane hydrocarbon environment (Albert and Boesze-Battaglia, 2005) . Docosahexaenoic acid, the dominant fatty acid in retina membrane (Feller and Gawrisch, 2005) , and -3 long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids may be involved in rhodopsin regeneration (SanGiovanni and Chew, 2005 ). Hofmann's group found that in the dark, phosphatidylserine was distributed asymmetrically, favoring the outer leaflet of the disk membranes in the rod outer segments (Hessel et al., 2001 ). Illumination of rhodopsin caused lipid head group-specific reorganization, suggesting specific interactions between lipids and rhodopsin that are state-dependent. This observation is consistent with earlier studies showing that lipids influence the Meta I to Meta II transition kinetics of rhodopsin (the activation process) according to the level of associated phospholipid (e.g., Litman et al., 1981) . Composition of the lipid bilayer appears to be critical also for the assembly of rhodopsin into oligomeric states (Periole et al., 2007) .
Lipids influence the transport function of a water channel as modulated via hydrophobic matching conditions of lipid and membrane protein (Jensen and Mouritsen, 2004) . Ion channels are a major family of integral membrane proteins that play pivotal roles in cell function and signal transduction (Tillman and Cascio, 2003) . The functions of ion channels have long been linked with membrane lipids. For example, breakdown of inositol lipids may be involved in the activation of Ca 2ϩ channels (Putney, 2007) ; both membrane potential and PI levels are efficient functional regulators of transient receptor potential channels (Nilius et al., 2007) and transient receptor potential channels are also reported to be regulated by phosphatidylinositols (Rohacs, 2007) .
Conversely, membrane proteins are capable of regulating lipid distribution within the membrane. It is critical for biological membranes to maintain lipid asymmetry with phosphatidylcholine located mainly in the extracytosolic leaflet and phosphatidylethano- FIG. 5 . Model for the higher-order organization of rhodopsin in the native disk membrane. The view from the cytoplasmic surface shows a rhodopsin dimer that forms as a result of contacts between transmembrane (TM) helices IV and V (I). Rows of dimers form through contacts between TM helix IV (I and II, shaded red box). Adjacent rows of dimers assemble through contacts on the extracellular surface of TM helices I and II as well as H8 (II and III, shaded yellow box). The arrangement of rhodopsin monomers is based upon PDB code 1N3M from AFM data on murine rhodopsin in the disk membrane and the inactive, dark-state crystal structure of bovine rhodopsin. 56 lamine and phosphatidylserine together with minor lipids such as PI and phosphatidic acid distributed abundantly in the cytosolic leaflet (Ikeda et al., 2006) . At the same time, relocation of lipid within membranes is also required for functions such as cell cycle progression, cellular apoptosis, and platelet coagulation. Several types of membrane proteins such as P-type ATPase and the ATP-binding cassette transporter are considered to play important roles in the regulation and maintenance of membrane lipid asymmetry.
Therefore, the composition of lipids must be considered when membrane proteins are investigated and experimental settings are devised. Optimally, selected lipids should closely resemble those found in native tissues containing these proteins, because artificial membranes may distort the in vivo properties of the proteins investigated.
F. Energy Landscape Determines Reaction Pathways and Kinetics (Dynamics) of Membrane Proteins
Folding of membrane proteins and their conformation and function all involve cascades of inter-and intramolecular interactions. These interactions depend on alterations in the environment such as those induced by changes in pH, electrolyte and ion concentrations, temperature, lipids, other proteins, and critical chemicals. The complexity in the number and order of interactions is specific to the membrane protein and its environment. Oversimplified texts presently indicate that only one key intramolecular interaction drives the structure and function of a protein. But in many cases multiple interactions that can take place in different sequences determine protein structure and function Oliveberg and Wolynes, 2005; Boehr et al., 2006) . The concept of biomolecular interactions funneling a protein along the energy landscape was conceived only a few years ago Wolynes et al., 1995) and has revolutionized our understanding of protein folding (Dill and Chan, 1997) . Most importantly it describes how protein folding progresses via several routes rather than through a single pathway to achieve a lower energy state (Fig. 6A) . Reminiscent of the authors' favorite activity, this energy landscape can be visualized as many skiers on a mountain top taking many different routes with their ups and downs and intermediate stopping points to reach a lodge at the bottom. The ruggedness of the energetic funnel bottom is characterized by the depths, widths, and shapes of the energy minima separating conformational substates. From this picture it is clear that a more flexible protein with a large ensemble of substates will show many energy minima with only small barriers separating them. The energy landscape model also can be used to describe protein function. Actually the energy landscape walls of the funnels and their crevices, bumps, and roughness relate to the complexity and dynamics of protein function. For example, in designing ligands for membrane protein targeting it is important not only to know the mechanisms by which a ligand recognizes specific binding sites but also the conformational changes of the membrane protein that occur. Interactions at conformational binding sites can reveal alternative binding sites for ligands to modulate membrane protein function (Lacapère et al., 2007) . These alternative conformational substates and their populations are described by the energy landscape (Fig.  6B) . Consequently, induced conformational entropy changes can contribute significantly to the free energy of the protein-ligand association (Frederick et al., 2007) . FIG. 6 . Energy landscape (A) describes a peptide folding into the native protein structure as a funnel of interactions and structural conformations. The width of the funnel describes the entropy and the depth of the funnel, the energy. Coexisting discrete folding pathways (white lines) describe possible transitions of the folding peptide increasing the intermediate conformations and number of native interactions. At the bottom of the energy landscape the native protein is stabilized by E nat . A rugged bottom of the energy landscape (red rectangle zoomed out in B) indicates that the energetic contributions cannot be simultaneously minimized by a single conformation. Such a frustrated protein can adopt many alternate conformational substates. B, each conformational substate described by the rugged energy landscape has a certain probability of occupation (indicated by red colors). C, a smooth landscape indicates that the different interactions contributing to the conformation at the bottom are minimally frustrated.
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Importantly, the funneling concept describes in detail the multiple steps required to change protein function, beginning with ligand binding and ending with the final switch that determines the protein's functional state. Moreover, the energy landscape reveals detailed insights into the molecular mechanisms required to modulate membrane protein function Tsai et al., 1999; Kumar et al., 2000) . Once understood, it should be possible to tune the functional state of a target protein more precisely (Boehr et al., 2006 (Fig.  6C) . Formation of robust protein domains has been evolutionarily favored by development of selected sequences wherein interactions present in the native protein are mutually supportive and cooperatively lead to a low energy structure (Oliveberg and Wolynes, 2005) . However, there are many more "frustrated" than minimally frustrated proteins. How much "frustration" is compatible with biological function is an important question with the answer leading directly to an understanding of the molecular mechanisms of malfunction, destabilization, and misfolding diseases (Dobson, 2003; Sanders and Myers, 2004) . In contrast to a minimally frustrated protein, the energy landscape of a frustrated protein shows a rugged bottom with rather low energy barriers separating multiple valleys (Fig. 6B) . Such structurally flexible proteins can potentially bind nonselectively to a wide range of potential ligands Kumar et al., 2000) . Thus, the ensemble of conformational substates around the bottom of an energy landscape implicitly replaces long-held notions about binding, such as "lock-and-key" (Fischer, 1894) and "induced fit" (Koshland, 1958) , crystal packing effects, hinge bending motions, domain swapping, and misfolding (Bennett et al., 1994 (Bennett et al., , 1995 . The ruggedness of the energetic funnel bottom is characterized by the depths, widths, and shapes of the energy minima separating conformational substates. From this picture it becomes clear that a more flexible protein with a large ensemble of substates will show many energy minima with only small barriers separating them.
Accordingly, the interaction of a membrane protein with a ligand will modify its energy landscape (Fig. 7) and the conformational substate of a protein that binds a complementary ligand will shift the equilibrium toward this conformer (Foote and Milstein, 1994; Boehr et al., 2006) . In certain cases ligand binding may guide the transition of a flexible (high entropy) to a more ordered protein (lower entropy) (Spolar and Record, 1994) . However, such changes in protein conformational entropy can also contribute significantly to the free energy of protein-ligand association (Frederick et al., 2007) . From the energetics of a binding perspective, it makes no difference whether the ligand is a peptide, protein, or another molecule. In the example illustrated in Fig. 7 , ligand-binding changes the relative stabilities between conformational substates. But in other examples ligand binding may affect only the heights of the barriers and thus smooth the energy landscape. Such smoothing of the energy landscape is mediated by the interaction of chaperones with misfolded proteins (Hartl and HayerHartl, 2002 ). Dynamic energy landscapes with altered shapes and populations show that the concept of reaction pathways can provide an understanding of how membrane proteins function. Such an approach may assist in future attempts to target membrane proteins by ligand interactions Boehr et al., 2006) .
It is important to distinguish between the dynamics of the energy landscape and the dynamics term used for FIG. 7 . Energy landscape changes upon ligand binding. A, rugged energy landscape of a structurally flexible protein showing many energy minima assigned to conformational substates. Each substate is populated differently. In principle, each of these substates may bind certain specific ligands. B, interactions occurring upon ligand binding change the energy landscape. In some cases new substates may be created and conformational substates that bind the ligand will be favored over substates. Such changes in substates and their populations may modulate protein function and also may lead to protein destabilization and malfunction. 58 molecular dynamics simulations. Current molecular dynamic simulations only calculate snapshots of dynamically changing conformations simulated under a set of constant conditions. In contrast, dynamic changes in the energy landscape result from environmental changes whether physical (e.g., electrolyte, temperature, pH, and others) or functional (e.g., interaction with other proteins and molecules).
IV. Imaging Membrane Proteins
A. Membrane Proteins in Two-Dimensional Crystals
Crystallographic techniques used for solving membrane protein structure do not differ much from those used for soluble proteins. A protein is purified in detergent solution, and crystals are formed by concentrating the protein with ammonium sulfate or other salts, organic solvents, or polyethylene glycols. Usually only limited amounts of lipids are present and bound to the protein. Throughout this process, it is imperative that membrane proteins are well characterized by enzymatic and other assays to prove that they retain their physiological function. There is also concern that detergents poorly mimic membrane bilayers because of the relaxed and hydrated structure around headgroups in detergent compared with the more orderly tight packing around phospholipid headgroups in membranes (Matthews et al., 2006) . Considering that lipid headgroups span about the same distance as the side chains of lipids, this fact is a concern that should be taken seriously. If a vesicle is too small, its curvature can profoundly affect protein properties. Thus, detergent substitution for specific lipids might reveal different steps in protein activation or catalysis than would otherwise occur in natural membranes. More examples of high-resolution protein structures in membranes and in crystals are needed to determine whether this concern is valid.
Any structural determination, aside from single particle analysis, requires high symmetry of the sample. For membrane-embedded proteins, symmetry can be obtained by formation of two-dimensional crystals. Electron crystallography in principle allows the building of atomic models, not only for these proteins but also for their surrounding lipid bilayers. This analysis further allows better descriptions of lipid-protein interactions (reviewed in Renault et al., 2006) than are possible from X-ray crystallography. However, electron crystallography has its own limitations and should be viewed as an important complement and only in some case superior to X-ray crystallography. For example, the extent to which proteins embedded in the narrow gaps separated by few lipid molecules forming two-dimensional crystals show the same structural and functional behavior as proteins surrounded by lipids in native membranes remains to be determined. Obviously, interpretation of electron crystallography can also be suspect because the proteins viewed are maximally crowded in membranes. Another technical caveat is that three-dimensional crystals allow electrons to penetrate only through short distances; consequently, direct comparisons of the same sample by X-ray and electron crystallography are impossible. Because electrons interact more strongly with atoms than X-rays, two-dimensional crystals can be sufficient for structural determinations. Whereas X-rays penetrate through a thin two-dimensional crystal composed of one or two layers of proteins without diffracting significantly, electrons may interact too strongly with proteins in the crystal. Electrons also produce much more sample damage than X-rays, which limits the resolution and hence the amount of molecular details that can be observed. Radiation damage from electrons can be reduced by conducting cryo-crystallography at liquid nitrogen or, more recently, at liquid helium temperatures. Similarly, at present, X-ray cryo-crystallography is a prerequisite to avoid radiation damage that is prevalent at Synchrotron sources. However, conducting experiments at cryotemperatures is far from physiological.
Regardless of the possible limitations, about a dozen medium resolution membrane protein structures revealed by electron crystallography have been deposited. The aquaporin 0 structure was determined by both Xray and electron crystallography, and the structures appear to be compatible (Gonen and Walz, 2006) , reinforcing the idea that these approaches are complementary. The same holds true for many other membrane proteins such as aquaporin 1, bacteriorhodopsin, the glycerol facilitator protein of E. coli, and proteins of the photosynthetic apparatus (Liao et al., 2000) .
B. Membrane Proteins Observed by Atomic Force Microscopy
The atomic force microscope belongs to the family of scanning probe microscopes (Gerber and Lang, 2006) . Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) has the advantage that multifunctional probes can be used to measure various different physical and chemical properties of a given object. The great potential of both imaging membrane proteins at high resolution and simultaneously specifically mapping their properties has begun to be explored (Frederix et al., 2003) . With continuous adaptation of SPM techniques to characterize biological samples, hitherto unanswered questions can be addressed. A schematic representation of the multifunctional imaging of membrane proteins using SPM techniques is displayed in Fig. 8 . AFM functions like a blindman's stick (Binnig et al., 1986) . A sharp stylus, mounted at the very end of a 30-to 200-m-long cantilever raster, scans the surface of a biological object. Applying a constant force kept constant by a feedback loop bends the cantilever. The sharpness of the AFM stylus determines the resolution achieved. When adjusted properly, AFM has revealed single-membrane proteins embedded in their native membranes at a subnanometer resolution (Engel et (Drake et al., 1989) . Upon introduction of AFM for biological studies, the initial challenge was to demonstrate that it was indeed possible to contour the surface of native proteins at a resolution approaching that observed in solid-state materials (Binnig et al., 1987; Giessibl, 1995) . This problem was not an easy task because, unlike solid-state materials, biological samples are flexible and can easily be (ir)reversibly deformed by an AFM cantilever that is approximately 30,000 to 200,000 times longer and approximately 500 to 1000 times thicker than the sample. After sample preparation (Mü ller et al., 1997; Amrein and Mü ller, 1999) and imaging conditions (Möller et al., 1999; Mü ller et al., 1999a) were developed for native membrane proteins (Mü ller and Engel, 2007) , it was possible to demonstrate that AFM was indeed suitable for imaging single-membrane proteins and their substructures in their native conformations with a spatial resolution Ͻ1 nm (Mü ller et al., 1995b (Mü ller et al., , 1999b (Mü ller et al., , 2002b Schabert et al., 1995; Engel et al., 1997; Mü ller and Engel, 1999) .
Membrane proteins initially imaged by high-resolution AFM were primarily crystallized two-dimensionally in lipid membranes. Although some membrane proteins such as bacteriorhodopsin and the major intrinsic protein of the eye lens naturally assemble into two-dimensional lattices, such self-organization does not occur for most membrane proteins. Highly ordered assemblies of membrane proteins are required to determine threedimensional structures by electron crystallography (Levy et al., 2001; Stahlberg et al., 2001a; Rémigy et al., 2003) . Nonetheless, two-dimensional assembly of membrane proteins clearly retains their functionally important lipid environment. Thus, initial approaches applying AFM to two-dimensional crystals of membrane proteins did allow structural comparisons and the development of reproducible procedures to achieve high resolution. High-resolution AFM has been used to image many two-dimensional crystallized membrane proteins, most from plants or bacteria (Mou et al., 1995; Mü ller et al., 1995a Mü ller et al., , 1996 Czajkowsky et al., 1998 Czajkowsky et al., , 1999 Fotiadis et al., 1998 Fotiadis et al., , 2004b Mü ller and Engel, 1999; Scheuring et al., 1999) but some of vertebrate (Fotiadis et al., 2000 (Fotiadis et al., , 2002 Reviakine et al., 2000; Mü ller et al., 2002a) origin.
The exceptionally high signal/noise ratio of AFM does not require two-dimensional assemblies to observe single-membrane proteins. This advantage become evident only after appropriate sample preparation and highresolution AFM imaging conditions were established (Shao et al., 1996; Amrein and Mü ller, 1999; Mü ller and Engel, 2008) . Within the last decade, several densely packed assemblies of membrane proteins were imaged at sufficiently high resolution that allowed substructures of single-membrane proteins to be observed at spatial resolutions of ϳ1 nm (Seelert et al., 2000; Stahlberg et al., 2001b; Fotiadis et al., 2003; Pogoryelov et al., 2005 Pogoryelov et al., , 2007 Gonçalves et al., 2007; Hoogenboom et al., 2007) . Thus, high-resolution AFM has the potential to determine the oligomeric state of many native membrane proteins without the need for crystallization. This capability has provided new opportunities to study structural and functional relationships of proteins as summarized in the following sections.
Observing Diffusion and Assembly of Membrane Proteins.
The transmembrane ion-driven rotors from the F 0 F 1 ATP synthase of Ilyobacter tartaricus have been studied by AFM after reconstitutioen into a lipid bilayer at a density covering 50 to 60% of the membrane surface (Mü ller et al., 2003). As noted above, this density is typical of that found in many cellular membranes. AFM images of membrane proteins in this densely packed assembly had a spatial resolution of ϳ1 nm. Repeated imaging of the same area allowed tracking of the diffusion of single proteins in the assembly. Subsequent analysis of time-lapse AFM topographs allowed the determination of individual membrane protein trajectories. It was observed that individual rotors could switch from "hindered" to "obstacled" diffusion modes, thereby exhibiting different diffusion constants. Highresolution AFM topographs also permitted the association of the membrane proteins into complexes to be followed, and with a given membrane protein structure it was possible to model the dynamics of its assembly with atomic precision.
Using high-resolution AFM, Scheuring et al. ( , 2006 characterized the assembly of membrane proteins in native photosynthetic membranes. They observed the assembly of the different membrane proteins involved in the photosynthetic apparatus and, along with available atomic models, fit the assembly of light-harvesting complexes and reaction centers with nanometer precision. Moreover, these investigators recently showed how the composition and arrangement of photosynthetic mem- FIG. 8 . Multimodal AFM imaging of membrane proteins. A and B, the probe of a contact mode AFM contours the surface of a loaded with protein membrane. C, In the case of localized electrostatic interactions (negative charges indicated), the AFM probe contours the protein and simultaneously detects the electrostatic potential . The resulting topograph (red line) is a result of structural and electrostatic interactions. D, the proteins (aЈ) and (a0) show structural changes that are contoured individually. Such changes can be related, for example, to protein flexibility (Mü ller et al., 1998) or conformational alterations (Scheuring et al., 2002) . E, a conducting AFM probe contours a membrane protein and simultaneously detects a channel current I (Frederix et al., 2005) . 60 brane proteins changes in response to light (Scheuring and Sturgis, 2005) .
2. Imaging Native Membranes of Vertebrates. Precisely how assembly of rhodopsin occurs in native disk membranes of photoreceptor rod outer segments has been a long-standing question. AFM topographs recorded from native murine rod outer segment disk membranes revealed the structural arrangement of unbleached rhodopsin molecules . More than 90% formed dimers that assembled into paracrystalline arrays and raft-like membrane patches. The density of rhodopsin in these fully packed patches ranged from 30,000 to 55,000 monomers/mm 2 . The average distance and orientation of rhodopsin molecules forming dimers could be used to fit atomic rhodopsin models into a dimeric structure. Information about the paracrystalline array of dimers could then be used to model the higher-order oligomeric assembly of rhodopsin dimers. The resulting packing arrangement model of rhodopsin molecules in native disk membranes inferred by AFM was later confirmed by biochemical cross-linking studies Suda et al., 2004; Fotiadis et al., 2006) , crystallography (Salom et al., 2006a,b) , and fluorescence spectroscopy (Kota et al., 2006; Mansoor et al., 2006) .
C. Changes in the Structure of Membrane Proteins Observed by Atomic Force Microscopy
The first conformational change of a membrane protein observed by AFM was in the light-driven proton pump bacteriorhodopsin from Halobacterium salinarum. This change induced by the scanning AFM stylus demonstrated flexibility of the cytoplasmic loop connecting transmembrane ␣-helices E and F (Mü ller et al., 1995a) . Whereas this EF loop fully protruded from the membrane surface at forces of Յ100 pN applied to the AFM stylus, it reversibly bent the membrane surface at applied forces of 300 pN and ruptured the membranes at applied forces greater than ϳ500 pN (Mü ller et al., 1995a (Mü ller et al., , 1999b . This experiment suggested that the AFM imaging forces had to be minimized and controlled precisely to prevent structural deterioration of an imaged membrane protein. Subsequent development of standard sample preparation and imaging protocols allowed improved control of these parameters and prevented unwanted structural alterations of imaged membrane proteins.
The suitability of AFM to observe functionally related conformational changes of membrane proteins was demonstrated later for the channel protein OmpF porin from E. coli Engel and Mü ller, 2000) . Lowering the pH from 7.0 to 3.0 or applying a critical voltage potential across the protein membrane induced the large extracellular loops of porin to reversibly collapse onto the OmpF channel entrance. This conformational change was unexpected because until then it was assumed that a constriction loop folding into the channel switches the functional state of the porin. However, shortly after the AFM experiments it could be shown that other porins of the same family are gated by conformational changes of their extracellular domains as well (Andersen et al., 2002; Yildiz et al., 2006) .
The first functionally related conformational change of a human membrane protein was noted for gap junction hemichannels from HeLa cells (Hand et al., 2002; Mü ller et al., 2002a) . These channels regulate cell-cell communication by transferring metabolites, ions, and signaling molecules. AFM was used to first image the cytoplasmic surface of isolated gap junction plaques. Then the AFM stylus was used as a nanotweezer to dissect the upper membrane leaflet of the gap junction and to image the extracellular surface of the gap junction hemichannels (Fig. 9A) . The structural arrangement of individual connexin 26 (Cx26) molecules forming hexameric hemichannels (connexons) was clearly resolved. In the absence of Ca 2ϩ , these hemichannels were completely open (Fig. 9B , top) and addition of Ca 2ϩ closed them (Fig. 9B, middle) . This closure was fully reversible because the connexon pores opened again after removal of Ca 2ϩ . High-resolution topographs of this Ca 2ϩ -induced closure of the channel entrance suggested that the subunits moved toward the central pore (Fig. 9B, bottom) . FIG. 9 . AFM imaging of the conformational states of gap junction hemichannels. A, high-resolution AFM topography of the extracellular surface of Cx26 gap junction hemichannels. Channels from rat liver epithelial cells were embedded in their functionally important cell membrane. AFM topography was recorded at pH 7.6 in buffer solution. In the presence of aminosulfonate compounds, these hemichannels reversibly gate their pores from the closed state at pH 6.0 to the open state at pH 7.6 or higher. Insets at the bottom left show correlation averages of the closed (pH 6.0) and fully open (pH 7.6) conformations. The difference map (red inset) of both conformational states indicates that the subunits of the hemichannel surface rotate like an iris-like shutter. B, Ca 2ϩ acts as a ligand to close gap junctions at neutral pH. In the absence of CaCl 2 , channels are wide open (top) but become fully closed in the presence of 0.5 mM CaCl 2 (middle). These gap junctions open reversibly in the absence of Ca 2ϩ . The difference map of both conformational states (bottom) shows that the Ca 2ϩ -induced conformational change shifts the subunits centrally to close the channel entrance.
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Gap junction channels also close upon acidification. Lowering intracellular pH decreased junctional electrical coupling in cardiomyocytes and in Purkinje fibers (Reber and Weingart, 1982; Burt, 1987; Noma and Tsuboi, 1987; Spray and Burt, 1990) as well as in teleost and amphibian embryos (Spray et al., 1981) . Bevans and Harris (1999) characterized the functional pore size of Cx26 connexons and found that they became pH gated only in the presence of aminosulfonate compounds such as taurine. High-resolution AFM topographs first revealed the pH-induced gating mechanism of Cx26 hemichannels (Fig. 9A, bottom) . This conformational change also was fully reversible and seen only in the presence of an aminosulfonate buffer (e.g., HEPES). In the absence of such compounds the channel remained open. The difference map calculated from the open and the closed state (red-colored image ⌬pH of Fig. 9A) shows that aminosulfonate binding and the pH shift twisted the connexon subunits to close the channel like the iris of an eye. This closure mechanism differed from that indicted by Ca 2ϩ , which caused the connexons to move radially. The oligomeric states, assembly, and conformational changes directly observed by AFM can be regarded as a new technological approach to characterize the structure and function relationship of native membrane proteins. However, until recently it was possible only to image static conformations, e.g., open and closed channels. Technological developments such as improved cantilevers and fast scanning AFMs (Ando et al., 2003; Humphris et al., 2005) , capable of recording up to 200 topographs a second, will soon be available commercially. Thus, high-speed AFMs shortly will be used to observe membrane proteins at work in real time. Continuing improvement of AFM sample preparation and imaging conditions will provide direct and easy access toward characterizing membrane proteins in their native environment.
D. Membrane Proteins Observed by Near-Field Scanning Optical Microscopy and Single-Molecule Fluorescence Microscopy
Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) is microscopy without a lens (Edidin, 2001 ) wherein the illuminating light is brought in close proximity (a few nanometers) to a sample surface through an aperture with a diameter far less than the wavelength used (Fig. 10) . This technique enables the illuminating light to reach the sample surface before it is diffracted or lost in the far-field spectrum, thereby generating an image with a resolution much higher than that for traditional light microscopy that has a resolution limit of approximately /2. There are four requirements for a NSOM: a light source, a feedback technique that allows the stylus to remain at a fixed distance from the sample surface, the capability to scan a sample in both x and y directions, and a photosensor (Marchese-Ragona and Haydon, 1997). NSOM found its roots nearly 80 years ago when Synge (1928) suggested the theoretical concept, and its utility was demonstrated by Ash and Nicholls (1972) using microwave radiation. Rapid development of this technique started around 1984 when visible light could be used for illumination (Marchese-Ragona and Haydon, 1997) . Because of its nature, NSOM not only provides a nanometer-sized optical image but it also generates a high-resolution image, albeit not as high as that by AFM, of sample surface topography.
NSOM can be used for a variety of purposes such as single-molecule detection, fluorescence lifetime measurements, single-molecule diffusion at interfaces, and thin film analyses. Its biological applications include investigations of the photosynthetic system, protein localization, chromosome mapping, and membrane microstructure (reviewed in Dunn, 1999) . Enderle et al. (1997) used NSOM to study protein interactions in biological membranes by mapping the colocalization of parasite malaria proteins and host skeletal proteins. NSOM also was used to observe changes in membrane protein clusters such as erbB2 upon activation (Nagy et al., 1999) , clusters of Ca 2ϩ ion channels in cardiac myocyte membranes (Ianoul et al., 2004) , the distribution, mobility, and association of membrane clusters containing transferrin and other cell surface receptors (Nagy et al., 2001) , and the domains of ␤-adrenergic receptor complexes on the surface of cardiac myocytes (Ianoul et al., 2005) . NSOM has been used to detect the dynamics of both the membrane and membrane proteins associated with the cellular cytoskeleton (Brown et al., 2000) . NSOM can also be used together with other microscopic methods such as AFM (Rieti et al., 2004) and confocal laser microspectrofluorometry (Qiao et al., 2005) to investigate biological systems. FIG. 10 . Schematic drawing of an aperture near-field scanning optical microscope. A typical microscope has an aluminum-coated optical fiber with an aperture of 25 to 100 nm diameter at the point to generate a subwavelength light source used as the scanning probe. The probe will scan at a height of a few nanometers above the sample surface. With the NSOM technique, illumination of the sample can be done within the near-field of the light source. Therefore, it overcomes the diffraction limit of traditional microscopy and achieves a higher resolution (Ͼ100 nm).
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Although NSOM can achieve resolutions Ͻ100 nm, it is difficult for an aperture-based instrument to attain molecular level resolutions owing to the size limit of the aperture. Therefore, apertureless NSOM was designed to overcome this limitation. Two main categories of apertureless NSOM exist, i.e., metal stylus and fluorescent probe. In metal stylus NSOM, the light probe with aperture is replaced by a metal stylus of atomic dimensions. The stylus locally perturbs the field at the sample surface and the response to this perturbation is detected (Richards, 2003) . Fluorescence-based NSOM uses a nanoscopic fluorescent light source located at the stylus to scan the sample. The distance between the light probe and sample surface in NSOM meets the Förster radius R 0 requirement for fluorescence resonance energy transfer so fluorescence-based NSOM can be further developed into fluorescence resonance energy transfer-NSOM, in which the donor and acceptor fluorophores are located on the light stylus and the sample surface, respectively (Sekatskii et al., 2001) .
Originally NSOM could only be used for fixed samples because it needed a feedback mechanism from the sample surface to keep the probe at a fixed distance from the sample. Thus, sample preparation could be problematic for liquid samples. However, various adaptations of NSOM to examine samples in an aqueous milieu have recently been reported. For example, unlabeled human endothelial cells attached to polished titanium disks have been analyzed with hydrophobically coated optical biosensors mounted on a NSOM (Sommer and Franke, 2002) . Rothery et al. (2003) developed a novel light source based on a nanopipette whose distance from the sample surface is controlled by scanning ion conductance microscopy. Höppener et al. (2005) were able to visualize single nuclear pore complexes under physiological conditions by using a new distance control method, and Koopman et al. (2004) reported the high-resolution image of single molecules in dendritic cells under liquid conditions. Therefore, NSOM, together with other microscopic techniques, constitutes a major advance in investigating the properties and functions of membrane proteins in nearly physiological states.
Cellular membranes dynamically reorganize into compartments with different lipid and membrane protein compositions (Miaczynska et al., 2004; Pelkmans et al., 2004; Parton and Simons, 2007) . These compartments reflect the functional state of cells hosting membrane proteins that are functionally modulated by their continuous interactions with lipids and other proteins. Thus, it is of particular interest to observe the dynamic assembly of membrane proteins. Single-molecule fluorescence microscopy techniques have the potential to track the movement of an individual membrane protein in cellular membranes (Weiss, 1999; Hell, 2007) .
Single-molecule fluorescence microscopy has several advantages over AFM, but there are also disadvantages. Most cellular membranes have more of their surface occupied by membrane proteins than by lipids (Engelman, 2005; Takamori et al., 2006) . Additionally, thousands of different membrane proteins continuously move and rearrange in complex cellular membranes. To trace a single fluorophore labeling an individual membrane protein by this technique requires that the light emission by adjacent fluorophores does not overlap. Thus, labeled membrane proteins must be highly diluted to permit their unambiguous detection (Weiss, 1999) . Current fluorescence microscopic techniques enable the simultaneous observation of up to six colors. Consequently, single-molecule fluorescence microscopy of membrane proteins in native densely packed cellular membranes provides much valuable information for understanding how individual proteins work. The ultimate goal, however, must be to observe the assembly of all membrane proteins in their native cellular membranes (Engelman, 2005; Takamori et al., 2006) and to track how these proteins rearrange to change the functional state of these structures.
Clearly the power of advanced optical microscopic techniques complement AFM. Imaging cellular processes at molecular resolution is an exciting development of the past 20 years. But how the power of these techniques will be harnessed remains an open biological question.
V. Detecting Intramolecular Interactions of Membrane Proteins by Single-Molecule Force Spectroscopy
A. Description of Single-Molecule Force Spectroscopy
Besides imaging conformations of membrane proteins, AFM can also be used to detect their intra-and intermolecular interactions. In single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) experiments the polypeptide end of a membrane protein is tethered to the AFM stylus while the protein initially is embedded in the lipid membrane (Fig. 11, A-C) . This tether can be attached nonspecifically by forced adsorption of the protein polypeptide end to the AFM stylus or by specific binding of a modified peptide end to a functionalized AFM stylus (Oesterhelt et al., 2000) . Withdrawing the AFM stylus applies a pulling force that stretches the polypeptide and causes the cantilever to deflect. Sufficiently high forces initiate the sequential unfolding of structural regions of the membrane protein (Oesterhelt et al., 2000) . The first membrane protein unfolded by SMFS was the lightdriven proton pump, bacteriorhodopsin, from native purple membrane patches of H. salinarum. Force-distance (F-D) spectra recorded upon unfolding this protein show sawtooth-like patterns of force peaks occurring at distances Յ70 nm (Fig. 11D) . Each peak represents the stretching of an unfolded polypeptide chain with the height of the force peak reflecting the strength of an interaction established within the membrane protein.
The length of the stretched polymer chain is revealed by fitting the force peak to a worm-like chain (WLC) model STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATION OF VERTEBRATE MEMBRANE PROTEINS that describes the stretching of a polymer chain (Rief et al., 1997; Janshoff et al., 2000) . Subtracting the stretched polymer length from the terminus locates the structural region that established a barrier to unfolding, an unfolding barrier domain we termed a "structural segment" . Overcoming the stability of each structural segment induces its unfolding. The unfolded polypeptide is extended until the next structural segment establishes another unfolding barrier. Fitting every peak that occurs reproducibly in the F-D spectra with the WLC model locates all major structural segments within the membrane protein (Fig. 11D) . The average force required to unfold each structural segment denotes the strength of the interactions stabilizing it.
SMFS attaches the terminus of a membrane protein to a cantilever and applies a mechanical force. This mechanical process induces the stepwise unfolding of the membrane protein. The force required to initiate each unfolding step is a measure of the interactions stabilizing the unfolding intermediates of the protein.
B. Direct Detection and Localization of Interactions
Repeated unfolding of single bacteriorhodopsin molecules produces certain force peaks that are routinely detected in the F-D curve, whereas others occur only occasionally. Statistical analysis of several hundred F-D curves prevents misinterpretation of irrelevant events or artifacts (Kuhn et al., 2005; Mueller et al., 2006; Marsico et al., 2007) . Figure 12A shows a superimposition of multiple F-D curves. The relative gray level given to each F-D curve reveals the common interaction patterns among all superimposed F-D curves. Interaction patterns occurring with high probability (Ͼ95%) are densely scattered (thick red lines) whereas the ones detected at lower probability show less dense scattering (thin red lines). Fitting each of these force peaks to the WLC model (red lines) reveals portions of the unfolded and stretched polypeptide. Whereas the average unfolding force reveals the strength of the interactions detected, the length of the stretched polypeptide locates the interaction on the protein structure (Oesterhelt et al., 2000; Mü ller et al., 2002c) . These localized interactions stabilize individual structural segments within the protein, which then can be mapped on its primary, secondary, or tertiary structure (Fig. 12B) . In general, this approach provides information about the force required to remove either a single or paired transmembrane segments and thus the strength of both membrane-protein and intramolecular protein-protein interactions.
In contrast to water-soluble proteins, SMFS induces the sequential unfolding of structural segments of a membrane protein. The applied forces required to initi- FIG. 11 . A, a soft AFM cantilever features a molecularly sharp probe that can be applied to a membrane in buffer solution to image a membrane protein. B, cytoplasmic surface of a purple membrane from H. salinarum. After the AFM probe is pushed onto the protein membrane at a force of ϳ1 nN for ϳ1 s, adsorption of the terminal end links the protein to the AFM probe. This link is used to apply a pulling force (C) that induces the stepwise unfolding of individual secondary structural segments of the protein while a F-D spectrum (D) is recorded. The force peaks of the F-D spectrum reflect interactions established by the membrane protein. Whereas the force measures the strength of these interactions, the pulling distance locates the amino position at which these interactions occur. This measurement allows the mapping of these interactions onto the primary, secondary, or tertiary structure of the membrane protein. The schematic drawing (i-viii) reflects the stepwise unfolding process of a single bacteriorhodopsin molecule embedded in its native purple membrane. In the unfolding pathway shown, six of the seven transmembrane ␣-helices unfold in pairs, whereas the seventh ␣-helix unfolds in a single step. 64 ate the unfolding reflect the strength of the interactions stabilizing the structural segments of the membrane protein. Simply fitting the force peaks detected in the F-D curves by using the WLC model locates the interactions to the structural segments.
C. Unfolding and Folding Pathways
Although some unfolding events are observed in almost every F-D spectrum, others appear with much lower probabilities (Յ10%). Every force peak denotes the unfolding of a structural segment within the membrane protein, whereas the sequence of all force peaks measured within one F-D spectrum denote the entire unfolding pathway taken by the membrane protein examined (Fig. 11D) . Because individual force peaks reflect unfolding intermediates and exhibit certain probabilities of occurrence, a similar situation holds for all unfolding pathways of membrane proteins. Individual unfolding pathways and probabilities of their occurrence were first observed by SMFS upon unfolding single bacteriorhodopsin molecules (Oesterhelt et al., 2000; Mü ller and Engel, 2002; Mü ller et al., 2002c) . Interactions within a membrane protein react sensitively to both aqueous and membranous environments (Haltia and Freire, 1995; White and Wimley, 1999) . SMFS can trace the extent to which changes in the temperature (Janovjak et al., 2003) , buffer solutions (Kedrov et al., 2005; Park et al., 2007) , mutations (Sapra et al., 2008) , interactions between membrane proteins (Sapra et al., 2006a) , and interactions with ligands (Kedrov et al., 2006b; alter interactions established within a membrane protein. Even subtle changes in these interactions can alter the population of unfolding pathways exhibited by a membrane protein (Janovjak et al., 2003; Sapra et al., 2008) .
Historically, protein folding was thought to proceed by a series of sequential steps between increasingly nativelike structures until the native functional conformation was achieved. Similarly protein unfolding was thought to follow well-defined sequential steps toward denatured conformations. Our observations strongly support the evolving energy landscape model in which the unfolded (folded) protein is funneled by several pathways toward the folded (unfolded) state Wolynes et al., 1995; Dill and Chan, 1997) . Thus, there is not a single but multiple pathways leading to the native or to the denatured state (Fig. 6A) . It is assumed that a protein forced toward its unfolded conformation passes through several partially folded structural conformations. The ruggedness of the energy landscape defines the number of possible coexisting conformational substates Wolynes et al., 1995; Jahn and Radford, 2005; Oliveberg and Wolynes, 2005) . In agreement with this model all membrane proteins unfolded thus far by SMFS, such as human aquaporin 1 from erythrocytes (Möller et al., 2003) , bacteriorhodopsin (Mü ller et al., 2002c) , halorhodopsin (Cisneros et al., 2005) , sensory rhodopsin from H. salinarum (D. A. Cisneros, L. Oberbarnscheidt, A. Pannier, J. P. Klare, J. Helenius, M. Engelhard, F. Oesterhelt, and D. J. Mü ller, manuscript in preparation), bovine rhodopsin (Sapra et al., 2006b) , and the Na ϩ /H ϩ antiporters NhaA from E. coli and MjNhaP1 from Methanococcus jannaschii (Kedrov et al., 2007) , have shown multiple unfolding pathways, each occurring with different probabilities. We also have shown that the NhaA polypeptide folds into a membrane bilayer via multiple pathways (Kedrov et al., 2006a) .
SMFS traces the single unfolding steps of a membrane protein toward its unfolded structure. In contrast with conventional unfolding experiments in which the denatured state merely denotes a nonfunctional protein, the unfolded protein in the SMFS experiment is well defined. SMFS describes the unfolded membrane protein FIG. 12 . Mapping interactions detected by SMFS onto the membrane protein structure. A, superimposition of 15 F-D curves, each one recorded upon unfolding a single bacteriorhodopsin molecule from its native purple membrane. Superimposition enhances common unfolding patterns recorded among the F-D spectra. Red lines represent WLC fits, revealing the number of amino acids unfolded by each unfolding step. WLC fits of unfolding peaks recorded with a probability of Ͼ90% are shown as bold red lines; others occurring at a probability between 10 and 90% are depicted by thin red lines. B, each number of stretched amino acids allows location of an unfolding barrier (red dashed lines) stabilizing a stable structural segment within the protein (equally gray shadowed areas). To locate unfolding barriers within the membrane or opposite to the pulling AFM tip, a factor was applied to compensate for the unfolded polypeptide spanning this region.
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as a fully stretched chain of a polymer. But, this ability to trace the unfolding and folding pathways of single molecules shows the coexistence of multiple unfolding and folding pathways. SMFS detects the probability that a single-membrane protein selects a certain pathway among others. But what are the mechanisms that cause a membrane protein to select a particular pathway among others? The following sections will provide initial insights into these mechanisms that have been revealed.
D. Mapping Intramolecular Interactions of a G Protein-Coupled Receptor
Similar to the case of bacteriorhodopsin (Fig. 11) , SMFS was used to detect and locate the interactions established within bovine rhodopsin in the native disk membrane of rod outer segments (Sapra et al., 2006b) . Detecting the strength and location of interactions established within the GPCR, the F-D curves allowed us to map these interactions onto the structural segments they stabilized within intact rhodopsin molecules in the dark state (Fig. 13 , top row). These stable structural segments are thought to stabilize the native rhodopsin structure. However, it was found that ϳ80% of highly conserved residues among GPCRs were located in the interior of these structural segments. This arrangement suggested that structural segments stabilized by interactions have another important role, namely to position and maintain highly conserved residues at their functionally important loci.
Single-point mutations of GPCRs, leading to their destabilization and misfolding, are the cause of a number of diseases (Bockaert et al., 2002; Spiegel and Weinstein, 2004; Thompson et al., 2005) . Learning how interactions stabilize or destabilize GPCRs is fundamental to our understanding of their function. Most destabilizing mutations in rhodopsin lead to the neurodegenerative disease retinitis pigmentosa (Dryja and Li, 1995; Liu et al., 1996; Rader et al., 2004) Force peaks detected by SMFS are a direct measure of established interactions, and their position in the spectrum permits mapping of these interactions on the tertiary structure of bovine rhodopsin (accession number 1U19 in the PDB). SMFS experiments were conducted on single rhodopsin molecules embedded in native disk membranes of bovine rod outer segments. Each panel highlights a subset of structural segments indicated by different colors. Retinal is colored in magenta and palmitate groups in gray. Highly conserved residues (Ͼ80%) among GPCRs are represented in ball and stick form and colored gold. ␣-Helices are indicated by their number. Interactions of rhodopsin were measured in the presence (SϭS) and absence (S S) of the stabilizing Cys 110 -Cys 187 disulfide bond. A, interactions in both forms of rhodopsin stabilize similar structural segments of the N terminus, N1 (green) and N2 (yellow). However, the stable structural segment HI (red) established by the transmembrane ␣-helix I is one ␣-helical turn shorter in S S than in SϭS rhodopsin. B, the structural segment C1 (blue) is a little longer in S S rhodopsin, but the structural segments HII.1 (green) and HII.2 (yellow) of ␣-helix 2 and E1 (red) do not change. C, the structural segment formed by HIII, HIV, C2, and E2 (blue) is stabilized by the SϭS bond. Other structural segments stabilized by intramolecular interactions are HV and C3 (green), HVI.1 (yellow), and HVI.2 (red). Without a S-S bond, interactions redistribute to stabilize a different set of structural segments: ␣-helix III (blue) forms one structurally stable unit, C2 and HIV (green) form a single unit, and loop E2 now forms two units, E2.1 (yellow) and E2.2 (red). D, structural segments E3 (blue), HVII (green), H8 (yellow), and CT (red) form a stable unit in the presence of the SϭS bond. Without the SϭS bond, interactions within rhodopsin E3 and HVII (green) form a different stable structural segment whereas structural segments consisting of HV (purple), C3 and HVI.1 (pink), HVI.2 (blue), H8 (yellow), and CT (red) are mainly essentially the same. H-I, ␣-helix I; C1, cytoplasmic loop 1; HII.1, cytoplasmic part of ␣-helix II;HII.2, extracellular part of ␣-helix II; E1, extracellular loop 1; HIII/IV, ␣-helices III and IV including their connecting loop; HV*, ␣-helix V including its cytoplasmic loop; HVI.1, cytoplasmic part of ␣-helix VI; HVI.2, extracellular part of ␣-helix VI; HVII, ␣-helix VII; H8, ␣-helix 8; CT, C-terminal region. Image adapted from Sapra et al. (2006b) .
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Cys 187 bond. Structural segments noted in the absence of this bond stabilized different regions of the protein and failed to center highly conserved residues (Fig. 13,  bottom row) .
Apparently, interactions stabilizing structural segments within membrane proteins can not only have various origins but also play multiple roles. Aside from stabilizing the secondary and tertiary structure of the membrane protein, they hold highly conserved residues at the place required for the proper function of the membrane protein.
E. Detecting How Intramolecular Interactions of a G Protein-Coupled Receptor Change within a Physiologically Relevant Range
As mentioned, interactions established between and within membrane proteins can react sensitively to the environment. But to what extent do physiologically relevant variations change interactions of a GPCR? And can such changes favor the destabilization of this receptor? To approach these questions, SMFS was used to characterize the interactions within rhodopsin and its dependence on zinc ions. Zn 2ϩ occurs at high concentrations in the retina (Grahn et al., 2001 ) and zinc deficiency in humans can lead to vision-related disorders such as poor dark adaptation, night blindness, and retinal degeneration (Ugarte and Osborne, 2001 ). The role of Zn 2ϩ in vision probably relates to rhodopsin because it directly associates with this receptor (Shuster et al., 1992; Stojanovic et al., 2004) and increases its phosphorylation (Shuster et al., 1996) . Furthermore, the presence and absence of Zn 2ϩ changes the pattern of thermal bleaching and regeneration of rhodopsin by 11-cis-retinal (del Valle et al., 2003; Stojanovic et al., 2004) . To screen for the role of Zn 2ϩ as opposed to other divalent ions, SMFS experiments were conducted on rhodopsin embedded into its native disk membrane and exposed to a buffer that contained different concentrations and types of divalent ions . Under these conditions it was shown that increasing the Zn 2ϩ concentration stepwise from 0 to 100 M increased the strength of those interactions, stabilizing the secondary structure elements of rhodopsin. Concentrations of Zn 2ϩ greater than 100 M did not strengthen these interactions further. Zn 2ϩ exhibited differential effects on single structural segments because some were stabilized more than others (Fig. 14) . In addition, Zn 2ϩ showed a pronounced stabilizing effect on the highly conserved C110 -C187 bond whose absence destabilizes rhodopsin and leads to neurodegenerative diseases. Zn 2ϩ stabilized almost all structural segments of rhodopsin compared with the divalent ions Ca 2ϩ , Cd 2ϩ , and Co 2ϩ (Fig. 14) . The result suggest a specific interaction between this cation and rhodopsin.
Many membrane proteins show specific interactions with ions, and SMFS is capable of detecting the specific interactions of ions with membrane proteins. Thus, SMFS allows screening of the complex interactions of ions with a membrane protein and at the same time locates the ionic interactions to structural regions and quantifies their strength.
F. Detecting and Locating Ligand-Binding That Modulates the Functional State of Single-Membrane Proteins
Forces measured by SMFS reflect interactions of many different origins (Israelachvili, 1985; Haltia and Freire, 1995; White and Wimley, 1999; Howard, 2001) . Aside from determining elastic or inelastic properties of the membrane, such complex interactions can ultimately be traced back to electrostatic, hydrophobic, van der Waals, steric, and other types of interactions. Thus, such interactions can not only stabilize a membrane protein structure but, for example, also guide the binding of a ligand to a receptor and the subsequent ligand-induced switching of its functional state. The capacity of SMFS to detect interactions mediated by the binding of different ligands that switch the functional state of a membrane protein was first demonstrated with the H ϩ /Na ϩ antiporter NhaA (Kedrov et al., 2005 (Kedrov et al., , 2006b .
Secondary active transport, driven by the electrochemical potential difference created by pumping ions out of the cell rather than by ATP, is mediated by the uniport, symport, or antiport of ions or small molecules. These transporters play a central role in human health and disease because they facilitate solute accumulation and toxin removal against concentration gradients by using energy supplied by ion gradients across cell membranes. Regulation of proton and Na ϩ gradients is involved in virtually every physiological process. Na ϩ /H ϩ antiporters regulate intracellular pH, cellular Na ϩ con-FIG. 14. Zn 2ϩ binding changes interactions stabilizing the structural segments of bovine rhodopsin in native disk membrane. The specific interaction of Zn 2ϩ compared with that of other divalent ions in stabilizing secondary structures of rhodopsin is shown . Forces stabilizing the structural segments were determined by SMFS. HI, ␣-helix I; C1, cytoplasmic loop 1; HII.1, cytoplasmic part of ␣-helix II; HII.2, extracellular part of ␣-helix II; E1, extracellular loop 1; HIII/IV, ␣-helices III and IV including their connecting loop; HV*, ␣-helix V including its cytoplasmic loop; HVI.1, cytoplasmic part of ␣-helix II; HVI.2, extracellular part of ␣-helix VI; HVII, ␣-helix VII; H8, ␣-helix 8; CT, C-terminal region.
STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATION OF VERTEBRATE MEMBRANE PROTEINS centration, and cell volume of eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms. In E. coli, two antiporters, NhaA and NhaB, specifically exchange Na ϩ and Li ϩ ions for H ϩ , allowing the cell to adapt to high environmental salinity and to grow at an alkaline pH (Padan et al., 2001) . The activity of NhaA is highly dependent on intracellular pH and increases 2000-fold upon changing of the pH from 7 to 8 (Taglicht et al., 1991) . Structural analysis of NhaA revealed that the NhaA polypeptide folds into 12 transmembrane ␣-helices .
Unfolding a single NhaA embedded in a lipid membrane by SMFS revealed a characteristic F-D spectrum (Kedrov et al., , 2005 . Superimposition of many unfolding spectra revealed their common force peaks (Fig. 15A, left) . Each force peak represents an interaction of the protein that has been ruptured. Whereas the force exerted reflects the strength of the interaction, the position of the peak can be used to locate and to map the interaction on the NhaA structure (Fig. 15A, right) . NhaA shows an almost 2000-fold decrease in activity between pH 7 and 3.7. Intramolecular interactions detected under these conditions thus map interactions of the inactive transporter. At pH values ranging between 7 and 8 the transporter is fully active. Detecting the intramolecular interactions of fully active NhaA showed an additional force peak (Fig. 15B, left) (Kedrov et al., 2005) . Fitting this force peak with the WLC model located the intramolecular interactions that established this particular force within the transporter (Fig. 15B,  right) . This interaction occurred at the functionally relevant amino acids Asp 164 and Asp 165 of ␣-helix V forming the ligand-binding site (Fig. 16A) . Moreover, this interaction at the ligand-binding pocket was established only in the presence of the ligand, a single Na ϩ ion. It disappeared in absence of Na ϩ independently of the buffer pH. Thus, it was shown that SMFS is sufficiently sensitive to detect the binding of a ligand to a membrane protein and to locate this binding to functionally important amino acids in the ligand-binding pocket.
SMFS experiments could further unravel details of interactions established upon ligand-binding that functionally activate the transporter (Fig. 16) . Whereas in the inactive state the average interaction force established at the ligand-binding site was slightly greater FIG. 15 . SMFS provides a functional fingerprint of membrane proteins. A, Superimposed F-D spectrum recorded upon unfolding of a single inactive NhaA in the absence of ligand (Na ϩ ). This superimposition identifies interactions reproducibly detected among antiporters. By fitting each of the force peaks to the WLC model, the distance from the polypeptide end (here the C-terminal end) at which the interaction occurred could be calculated . These interactions then could be located and mapped onto the protein structure (green dots) . B, Superimposed F-D spectra recorded upon unfolding of a single active NhaA in the presence of its ligand (Na ϩ ). An additional force peak (green circle) occurred at amino acid position 225 from the C-terminal end. This measurement locates an interaction established at the center of transmembrane ␣-helix V hosting the ligand-binding sites, Asp 164 and Asp
165
. C, The inhibitor AP establishes interactions at the ligand-binding site of ␣-helix V and at ␣-helix IX. SMFS experiments showed that AP competes with the ligand and binds at the ligand-binding pocket of NhaA. The additional interaction established by AP at ␣-helix IX reduces the functionally important flexibility of this ␣-helix that leads to inactivation of this antiporter (Kedrov et al., 2006b ). 68 than 70 pN, this force approached almost 110 pN when the activated transporter was fully occupied by ligand (pink-shaded region of Fig. 16B ). The probability of a ligand binding and activating the transporter showed a slow pH-dependent transition from the inactive to the active state. Following this transition allowed a determination of the percentage of transporters that became activated at each pH value. Full saturation of activated transporters with ligand was reached at pH values between 8 and 9, a result that is reasonably compatible with bulk experiments suggesting full activity of the entire population of NhaA transporters between pH 7 and 8.
In further experiments conducted on the same transporter, SMFS was applied to characterize the interactions established upon inhibitor binding (Kedrov et al., 2006b) . Biochemical studies had previously shown that 2-aminoperimidine inhibits NhaA, with an IC 50 of ϳ1 mM (Dibrov et al., 2005) . SMFS detected 2-aminoperimidine interactions at the ligand-binding site of this transporter (Fig. 17A ). These could be suppressed at high concentrations of ligand (Na ϩ ), implying that 2-aminoperimidine targets the same binding site as the ligand and thus competes with it. However, the inhibitor induced an additional interaction located at transmembrane helix IX, a location different from that established for ligand binding and functional activation of NhaA (Fig. 15, B and C) . The strength of this additional interaction established with inhibitor binding was almost 2-fold higher (ϳ140 pN) compared with the interaction stabilizing this helix in the absence of the inhibitor. A histogram of the unfolding forces directly reflecting the strength of these interactions revealed two populations of NhaA molecules (Fig. 17 , B and C). One class of NhaA molecules showed no enhanced interaction at ␣-helix IX, whereas the other class showed enhanced interactions at this site upon AP binding. Without knowing the activated NhaA structure, it is difficult to understand the inactivation mechanism triggered upon AP binding. Presumably the flexibility of ␣-helix IX plays a key role in activating the protein . SMFS experiments suggest that AP directly interacts with the ligand-binding pocket of NhaA, establishing a competitive inhibition mechanism in the presence of the ligand. But in contrast to ligand-binding, inhibitor binding established additional interactions at ␣-helix IX of the anti- . B, pH dependence of the average interaction force established due to ligand binding. At pH Ͼ7 the interaction force due to ligand-binding is fully developed. In this region biochemical bulk experiments suggest that NhaA is fully active. The curve showing the probability of detecting the occurrence of ligand-binding as a function of pH (blue data points) is slightly shifted to the right relative to that depicting the interaction forces. This relationship suggests that although the full activity of all NhaA molecules is reached between pH 7 and 8, some NhaA molecules are activated at lower pH values (Kedrov et al., 2005) .
FIG. 17. Inhibitor binding to a transporter examined by SMFS. A, similar to a ligand, the inhibitor AP binds to the ligand-binding pocket of NhaA, thereby establishing an interaction in close proximity to Asp 164 and Asp 165 of transmembrane ␣-helix V (blue dotted ellipse). But in contrast to the ligand, AP binding to the ligand-binding pocket establishes an enhanced interaction at ␣-helix IX (green ellipse). Presumably this interaction decreases the functionally relevant flexibility of this ␣-helix (Kedrov et al., 2006b) . B and C, interaction strengths established in the absence (red curve) and in the presence of AP (yellow curve). With increasing AP concentrations the antiporter molecules having established the inhibiting interaction (yellow curve in C) increase.
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porter-binding pocket (Fig. 17, B and C) . A plausible interpretation of these results is that the enhanced interactions established upon inhibitor binding further stabilized ␣-helix IX thereby altering its functionally important flexibility and leading to inhibition of the transporter. This result would be similar to that observed by X-ray crystallography for the structurally related Na ϩ transporter LeuTAa (Yamashita et al., 2005) . The possibility of detecting and locating interactions established between a membrane protein and a given molecular compound opens up new avenues for functional and structural characterization. Moreover, because F-D spectra reflect the interactions determining the functional state, the membrane protein SMFS can be, in principal, applied to detect the interaction and the functional impact of pharmacological compounds on membrane proteins in their native membranes.
G. Energy Landscape of Membrane Protein Unfolding and Thermodynamic Considerations
Forces detected by SMFS that measure the interactions of membrane proteins are commonly expressed in terms of energetic parameters such as energy barriers, lifetimes, or energy differences. The first quantitative understanding of the relationship between interaction forces and their underlying energy landscapes was provided by dynamic SMFS, which forces molecular bonds to break at different force-loading rates (Evans and Ritchie, 1997; Hummer and Szabo, 2003) . Dynamic SMFS has found numerous applications for water-soluble proteins and various noncovalent biological bonds (Evans, 2001; Bustamante et al., 2004) . In the simplest model, the two states describing a low-energy intact and high-energy broken biological bond are confined by a single energy barrier. The peak of this barrier describes the transition state separated from the bond state by a characteristic distance, x u , that describes the reaction coordinate in the two-state potential. In the absence of an externally applied force, the thermally activated transition rate over this barrier, k u , is given by an Arrhenius-type equation (eq. 1)
following Kramers's theory of overdamped reaction kinetics (Kramers, 1940; Hanggi et al., 1990) . D reflects the relaxation time of the molecular bond, Ϫ⌬G* u gives the height of the energy barrier (the free energy of activation), k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. As first shown by Bell (1978) , the height of the energy barrier is lowered under an externally applied force, F, given by eq. 3, where
x ␤ ϭ x u cos projects the barrier along the direction of the applied force. The angle describes deviations between the naturally occurring reaction coordinate from the reaction forced into the pulling direction (Evans and Ritchie, 1997; Evans, 2001) . Considering this alteration of the energy landscape by an externally applied force, dynamic SMFS measures the most probable rupture force as a function of the pulling velocity or force-loading rate, r f (i.e., the rate at which force is applied to the bond in units of newtons per second) (Fig. 18) . Accordingly, the most probable unfolding force of a molecular bond, FIG. 18 . Two-state energy potential for the interpretation of dynamic SMFS unfolding experiments. A, the two-state landscape is characterized by one sharp potential barrier separating the folded state from the unfolded state. ⌬G* u represents the activation energy for unfolding, ⌬G u (k u , respectively) the stability (lifetime) of the folded structure, and x u (the width of the potential barrier) the distance along the reaction coordinate from the folded state to the transition state ( ‡). Extension of the folded state by the width of the potential barrier triggers the unfolding process. A Gaussian-distributed, position-independent root mean square scale, , describes the roughness of the energy surface. B, unfolding forces measured at different force loading rates as a function of temperature. This example shows forces measured for the pairwise unfolding of transmembrane ␣-helices B and C of bacteriorhodopsin. For a single potential barrier, plotting the most probable force against the logarithm of the loading rate yields a single linear pattern. Fitting the data using eq. 3 (solid lines) reveals x ␤ and k u . The experimental data shows the unfolding forces detected at different temperatures. Because the temperature changes the molecular interactions established within the membrane protein (Janovjak et al., 2003) , it also alters the energy landscape. Accordingly, x ␤ and k u for ␣-helices B and C are 7.67 Ϯ 0.03 Å and 2.7 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 s Ϫ1 for 18°C, 6.52 Ϯ 1.65 Å and 7.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 s Ϫ1 for 27°C, and 4.11 Ϯ 0.40 Å and 8.1 ϫ 10 Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 for 42°C (Janovjak et al., 2007) . From these temperature-dependent data it was possible to reconstruct the roughness of the energy surface of ␣-helices B and C to ϭ 22.33 pN-nm (ϳ5 k e T). C, force histogram of the transmembrane ␣-helix D of bacteriorhodopsin unfolded at a loading rate of 3067 pN/s (654 nm/s pulling speed). The histogram is well described by a Gaussian fit centered at the most probable rupture force (here 77. 
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F* (Fig. 18C) , is affected by the force-loading rate according to eq. 3 (Evans and Ritchie, 1997; Evans, 2001 ). Applying eq. 3 to a dynamic SMFS plot (Fig. 18 ) reveals the distance of the projected energy barrier to the transition state, x ␤ ,and the dissociation rate, k u , describing an intact bond stabilizing a defined structural configuration by a two-state energy landscape:
Dynamic SMFS has been successfully applied to describe the two-state energy landscapes of the transmembrane ␣-helices of bacteriorhodopsin . These ␣-helices have certain probabilities of acting independently by unfolding in individual steps or acting collectively by unfolding in pairwise events. In both cases, the unfolding forces and pulling velocity show a logarithmic dependence, indicating that one sharp energy barrier is crossed during unfolding . Submitting the dynamic SMFS plots to MonteCarlo simulations revealed energy barrier widths of ϳ0.5 nm (Janovjak et al., , 2007 . Thus, it could be inferred that extending the ␣-helices by less than 10% (ϳ2 amino acids) of their length induced their cooperative unfolding . The small widths of the potential barriers further revealed that the unfolding pathways of single-membrane proteins observed in the F-D spectra indeed represent different trajectories crossing distinct energy barriers in the unfolding energy landscape. Transition rates determine the time required to cross an energy barrier. In the case of bacteriorhodopsin, the transition rates crossing these barriers were of the order of ϳ10 Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 for single ␣-helices and of ϳ10 Ϫ4 s Ϫ1 for pairs of ␣-helices . From these values the typical stability of a single transmembrane ␣-helix could be calculated as ϳ100 s and that of paired transmembrane ␣-helices as ϳ10 4 s. The magnitude of these values compares favorable with those observed for water-soluble proteins (Best et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2003) , indicating that individual transmembrane ␣-helices form stable folding intermediates.
Dynamic force spectroscopy observes how interactions established within membrane proteins change over the externally applied force-loading rate. Theoretical models extract information about the underlying energy barriers formed. The transition rate of a barrier approximates the lifetime of a structural state, whereas the distance from the unperturbed state to the transition state estimates the stability of the state.
H. Changes in Intramolecular Interactions Alter the Energy Landscape of Membrane Proteins
The energy landscape model Wolynes et al., 1995; Dill and Chan, 1997) suggests that protein unfolding pathways are sensitive to experimental and environmental conditions. SMFS can trace how singlemembrane proteins populate unfolding pathways differently upon environmental changes (Janovjak et al., 2003 (Janovjak et al., , 2006 Sapra et al., 2006a; Kedrov et al., 2007; Park et al., 2007) . In addition, dynamic SMFS experiments have demonstrated that the externally applied force-loading rate could reveal whether secondary structural elements unfolded separately or grouped with others. At enhanced pulling speeds, the probability of individual transmembrane ␣-helices of bacteriorhodopsin unfolding dominated over their groupwise unfolding. Conversely, most transmembrane helices followed pairwise unfolding pathways at low pulling speeds. This trend could be extrapolated to the equilibrium state occurring in absence of an externally applied force wherein transmembrane ␣-helices unfolded nearly exclusively in a pairwise manner . Thus, under equilibrium conditions, the energy barrier for pairwise unfolding was significantly smaller than that for individual unfolding of identical ␣-helices. Because the folding pathways of a membrane protein may not be the same as the unfolding pathways, it is not clear yet whether the energy landscape reconstructed from unfolding data, also describes the folding pathways of membrane proteins. However, if this idea is confirmed, our experimental finding would agree well with other results, suggesting that pairwise association of transmembrane ␣-helices plays an important role in membrane protein folding (Engelman and Steitz, 1981; Engelman et al., 2003) .
Studies of the unfolding of single bacteriorhodopsin molecules at different physiological temperatures ranging from 8 to 52°C demonstrated that the overall population of unfolding pathways did not change with increasing temperature (Janovjak et al., 2003) . However, the probability that a single bacteriorhodopsin would select one of many coexisting unfolding pathways was markedly affected by temperature. Increasing the temperature increased the probability of pairwise unfolding of transmembrane ␣-helices, whereas lowering the temperature favored the unfolding of single ␣-helices in individual steps. Thus, increasing the temperature changed certain energy barriers in the energy landscape more than others. This selective manipulation of energy barriers of the unfolding energy landscape (Janovjak et al., 2003) nicely traces how environmental alterations can change the general unfolding behavior of an entire membrane protein.
Interactions established within and between proteins depend on environmental changes, and changes of these interactions alter the energy landscape as well. Because the reaction pathways of membrane proteins funnel along these pathways, changes of the energy landscape can alter these pathways. As a consequence a membrane protein can choose a new pathway or populate existing pathways differently.
I. Mutations Change the Energy Landscape and Reaction Pathways of Membrane Proteins
Interactions stabilizing membrane proteins are crucial factors in determining membrane protein folding, STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATION OF VERTEBRATE MEMBRANE PROTEINS stability, function, and energy landscapes. The great sensitivity and precision of SMFS to detect forces at piconewton resolution and to locate these forces with nanometer precision allowed detection and analysis of local changes in membrane protein intramolecular interactions. In the case of H. salinarum bacteriorhodopsin, five single-point mutations have been studied to investigate the role of Pro residues, P50A, P91A, P186A, M56A, and Y57A, on the membrane protein stability (Sapra et al., 2008) . It was expected that a point mutation might insert a new interaction(s) thereby creating different stable structural segments within the membrane protein. Alternatively, a point mutation might change the mechanical stability of a specific ␣-helix containing a mutation or through longer range effects change the stability of other ␣-helices and polypeptide loops. Surprisingly, none of the five mutations investigated changed the positions of the structural segments in bacteriorhodopsin, leading to the conclusion that these point mutations neither induced a new unfolding barrier nor deleted an existing one. Presumably the possible changes induced by the mutations investigated were buffered by amino acids of the same or adjacent structural segments and thus they were not efficient in creating new unfolding barriers. Indeed, the unfolding pathways of the mutated bacteriorhodopsin molecules remained the same. However, in apparent contrast with wild-type bacteriorhodopsin, these mutations could change the population of certain unfolding pathways compared with others. In some examples, insertion of a single-point mutation could shift the population of specific unfolding pathways by several orders of magnitude (Sapra et al., 2008) .
Dynamic SMFS measurements were obtained to determine the effect of the above five mutations on the values for the distance between folded and transition state, x u , and transition rate, k u , which characterize the unfolding barriers of bacteriorhodopsin. This information then was compared with the bacteriorhodopsin mutant structures and thermodynamic stabilities were estimated from chemical unfolding Yohannan et al., 2004) . Although in most cases x u and k u of all detected structural segments scattered around the values of wild-type bacteriorhodopsin, each of the mutations significantly changed the transition state and the unfolding rates of particular barriers of the energy landscape ( Fig. 19) (Sapra et al., 2008) . A point mutant could increase or decrease the transition state and the unfold- FIG. 19 . Free energy diagram of the mechanical unfolding of ␣-helices B and C in wild-type (WT) and mutant bacteriorhodopsin. A, activation energies (⌬G* u and x u were obtained from dynamic SMFS data). We assumed that the total distance between the energy minima representing the folded (left) and unfolded stretched state (right) represent the length of the fully stretched polypeptide chain of ␣-helices B and C of ϳ71 amino acids (0.36 nm ϫ 71 ϭ 25.56 nm) and that all the intermediate states have a common origin. As shown, the positions of the transition state for the P50A, P91A, P186A, M56A, and Y57A were significantly shifted toward the folded state of ␣-helices B and C. All mutations decreased the heights of the unfolding energy barriers. B, quantitative relationship between the shift of energy barriers and the decrease in kinetic stability. The plot of ⌬x u /ku_WT versus ⌬ln(k u )/ln(ku_WT) shows that in the structural segment constituted by ␣-helices B and C of the mutants x u increases with increasing activation energy. However, the trend followed by a structural segment of a mutant in one pathway was not the same as that in another pathway (not shown).
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ing rates of a structural segment in which it was inserted. We consider such a change of the energy barrier in a stable structural segment hosting the mutant as being "localized." However, it was observed that a point mutation could also show significant effects on unfolding barriers for structures not hosting the mutation. These latter changes in the energy barriers may be due to cooperative interactions within the membrane protein.
Thus, the dynamic SMFS data can reveal both localized and "global" changes of interactions caused by point mutations within a membrane protein.
Whereas point mutations inserted into a membrane protein can show "local effects" affecting the energy barrier stabilizing the hosting structural segment, they also can show "global effects" affecting the energetic properties of other structural segments. Because an unfolding pathway of a membrane protein reflects its movement through the sequence of unfolding barriers, even small changes of these energetic barriers such as those introduced by a point mutation can favor definite unfolding pathways. Many human diseases are related to point mutants that lead to the destabilization and misfolding of membrane proteins (Sanders and Myers, 2004) . In the future, SMFS and dynamic force spectroscopy may be used to investigate the underlying mechanisms that cause membrane protein to take certain unfavorable reaction pathways, which lead to their destabilization and malfunction.
VI. Pharmacological Challenges and Opportunities Involving Membrane Proteins
Lack of high-resolution structure for a vast majority of membrane proteins is a great handicap for rational drug design. So a select number of structures are routinely used to model other members of a particular subfamily. For example, the structure of rhodopsin (Palczewski et al., 2000) spurred great interest in modeling other GPCRs (Filipek et al., 2003b) . The recent structure determination of the mutant ␤ 2 -adrenergic receptor (Cherezov et al., 2007) provides a more reliable template for the GPCR prediction (Fig. 20) . But how good these models really are is highly questionable or at least uncertain. One of several methods used to validate a structural model is mutagenesis. However, introducing amino acid substitutions disregards possible side chain reorganization of other amino acids caused by these perturbations and changes in the structure could readily be on a scale of the space occupied by a functional ligand. Clearly the generation of more advanced models and further molecular dynamic approaches will provide more accurate models. The question of identifying region of ligand binding in the membrane proteins could be overcome by a careful SMFS analyses .
Tissue-specific expression also influences the way membrane proteins interact with a specific subset of auxiliary proteins and lipids. To date, more emphasis has been placed on studies of heterologous cell lines such as HEK293 without developing suitable methods to study membrane proteins in native tissues. Likewise imaging of these proteins in native tissues is needed to understand their in vivo organization. Examples of several different techniques have been described in this review. One in particular is pharmacologically relevant. Using NSOM to determine relative fluorescence intensities associated with nanodomains of ␤-adrenergic receptor clusters in caveolae, Pezacki and colleagues estimated receptor density within the observed nanometer features and established a lower limit for the number of receptors in the cell's signalosome (Ianoul et al., 2005) . Creative investigators undoubtedly will soon provide additional innovations.
Finally, the numbers of subtypes of all major groups of membrane proteins make it difficult to explain the specificity for just one subtype or one specific complex. Typically, genetically engineered mice open the possibility of dissecting out the function of specific types of membrane proteins. Oligomerization of membrane proteins provide a great opportunity to identify inhibitors of physiologi- FIG. 20 . Ribbon diagram of ␤ 2 -adrenergic receptor fusion protein with lysozyme (PDB code: 2RH1, light orange) superimposed on bovine rhodopsin (PDB code: 1U19, cyan). The fused T4 lysozyme to the ␤ 2 -adrenergic receptor is shown in lemon. The bound ligand, carazolol, is shown in green sticks and the bound retinal in magenta sticks. The two classes of GPCRs share overlapping ligand-binding pockets.
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cally relevant self-association processes. Such inhibitors could provide the way of overcoming the subtype specificity. Because membrane proteins are vital to cellular function, creative and rational together with brute force approaches will succeed in identifying new selective therapeutic agents.
VII. Unresolved Issues and Concluding Remarks
Despite impressive progress, there are still many unresolved issues about membrane biology to address. In our opinion, some of the most important problems that need to be addressed are the following:
1. Many additional high-resolution structures of membrane proteins are needed, especially those with bound ligands, such as agonists and antagonists, metal ions, or other small molecules. High-resolution structures of critically important GPCRs with their ligands and/or cognate interacting proteins would be especially desirable. Such structures, in addition to existing rhodopsin and ␤ 2 -adrenergic receptor molecular models, are required not only for understanding the transduction of signals across membranes but are also a prerequisite for designing ligands that target this class of medically important membrane proteins. 2. The molecular and structural bases for mechanisms involved in receptor activation, ion conductance, and ligand transport need to be determined, particularly in native tissues under physiologically relevant conditions. The dynamics of protein, lipid, and lipid-protein interactions need to be extensively investigated both by direct experiments and theoretical and computational methods. 3. A molecular understanding of the physiological role of oligomerization and quaternary structure relevant to function needs to be achieved. Moreover, such studies need to relate to the homeostatic cycle of membrane proteins that include synthesis, intracellular transport, phagocytosis, and degradation. Factors that dictate different functional states in different locations within cells also must be identified, and their mechanisms of action must be elucidated. 4. Understanding the energy landscape of membrane proteins and the changes it undergoes upon binding of ligands will be important for understanding mechanisms of drug action and the design of novel therapeutics. Similar considerations apply to the understanding of protein folding, insertion into the membrane, and unfolding by mechanical forces. 5. Time-resolved high-resolution images of biological membranes in native tissues are needed to correlate molecular mechanisms with structural changes. And more understanding of the energy landscape is vital to describe reaction kinetics of membrane proteins; this includes changes in the energy landscape that occur upon oligomerization and either binding or passage of ligands.
